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I.

Introduction

On December 11, 2018 the Court approved the Amended Settlement Agreement submitted
by the Parties. During that proceeding, Judge Pechman directed the parties to submit
quarterly reports on the implementation beginning in April of 2019.

II.
1.

COVID‐19 Impacts to Evaluation and Restoration
Continued COVID‐19 Precautions Related to Inpatient Forensic Admissions

Due to the outbreak of COVID‐19, the Department of Health (DOH) encouraged the
limitation of admission to WSH to limit exposure of COVID‐19 among patients. After initial
pauses on admissions in March and April of 2020, the Department was able to implement
of a series of precautionary measures to resume admissions at state hospitals and other
facilities serving class members. WSH continues to follow state and federal guidance on
admissions quarantine and isolation.
However, admissions continue to be limited by two factors: (1) the need to quarantine all
incoming patients for 14 days on an admission quarantine ward, and (2) the need to pause
admissions when a positive test is received to complete the required contact tracing and
ensure it is safe to resume admissions. These limitations are necessary to safely manage
COVID‐19 within the patient population.
While the state hospitals have had stretches of no COVID‐19 infection, both ESH and WSH
have continued to experience periodic introduction of COVID‐19 into the staff and patient
population. The Department has taken action to contain those outbreaks. These actions
include the continued use of isolation wards, as well as the use of “ward‐holds” whenever a
possible COVID‐19 exposure is identified. The largest impacts on admission are seen when
the designated quarantine‐admission wards experience a ward‐hold or a residential
treatment facility pauses admissions to stop the introduction or spread of COVID‐19 into
the facilities. As of August 31, 2021, WSH has had 119 confirmed patient cases (three currently
active and three deaths) of COVID‐19 and 258 confirmed staff cases (four currently active).
ESH has had 40 patient cases (three currently active), and 126 confirmed staff cases (six
currently active).
As vaccination rates have expanded for both staff and patients, DSHS has been able to
resume some group programming at the state hospitals. This includes the resumption of
programming in the treatment malls, which allow the delivery of treatment‐related
programming to larger groups. Social distancing and limits on the number of patients going
to the treatment mall are in place as COVID precautions. For those who are not able go to
the treatment mall, programming is continuing on each ward to deliver treatment to all
patients. The census caps for all facilities have been lifted.
The Governor issued a proclamation on August 9, 2021, requiring all state employees to be
fully vaccinated by October 18, 2021, as a condition of employment. Newly admitted patients
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are checked for vaccine status, and immediately offered the vaccine if they have not
previously received it. As of September 1, 2021, DSHS has provided staff and patients with:
• (3,675) first dose
• (3,472) second dose
• (309) the one‐time J&J vaccine
2. Restoration Treatment
All patients are receiving restoration treatment at this time, although the format and
amount of treatment continues to be impacted by COVID‐19 restrictions. The State
hospitals have resumed programming in some larger shared spaces like the treatment mall.
This treatment continues to be supplemented with smaller group treatment provided on
each ward. The occasional need to place forensic wards on “hold” while COVID‐19 testing
can impact the hospitals’ ability to provide certain programming, but programming is
resumed as quickly as possible following the lifting of ward‐holds.
One indicator of whether such changes would be impeding the delivery of services is the
length of stay for each legal authority. The updated length of stay data shows no major
variations in the average length of stay. The previous length of stay reported to the Court
showed that for first quarter 2021 the average lengths of stay were:
45 Day First Felony Competency Restoration
90 Day First Felony Competency Restoration
90 Day Second Felony Competency Restoration
Misdemeanor Restoration up to 29 Days

37.5
61.8
76.1
27.0

For the most recent quarter, second quarter 2021, the data shows:
45 Day First Felony Competency Restoration
90 Day First Felony Competency Restoration
90 Day Second Felony Competency Restoration
Misdemeanor Restoration up to 29 Days

41.5
72.9
79.9
26.9

Although there has been an increase in the length of stay for the 90‐day first felony legal
authority, this change is not yet sustained enough to indicate a widespread problem with
treatment delivery. This is especially true in light of the relatively stable length of stay data
for other legal authorities. Monitoring will continue into future quarters to identify any
statistically significant trends.
3. In‐Jail Evaluation Impacts
While evaluation completion rates were heavily impacted in the early months of the
pandemic, DSHS was able to mitigate many COVID associated delays through the rapid
deployment of additional telehealth capacity. Delays do still occur when an individual jail
or class members experience outbreaks of COVID or positive COVID test results. Under
those circumstances, the restrictions on internal movement can sometimes make even
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access to the telehealth equipment problematic. Despite the ongoing challenges, DSHS is
completing evaluations within 14‐days for the vast majority of all cases and is typically
meeting or even exceeding pre‐pandemic rates of completion.
From March 2020 through mid‐August 2021, OFMHS completed 2,355 video and/or
telephone conference evaluations across 47 different sites. There were 25 other instances
where video or telephone conference would have been utilized, but either the client or the
attorney required an in‐person evaluation for a different reason for a reason other than
objection to the use of video or phone. The vast majority of those occurring in either King
or Pierce counties. OFMHS continues to communicate with and offer assistance to jails who
previously stated they were not interested or were not able to accommodate telehealth, and
also to provide ongoing support to existing sites.

III. Remaining Phase 1 Implementation Projects
All services deployed in the Phase 1 regions continue to operate. For detail about the
ongoing operation and changes to those programs, please refer to the Semi‐Annual Reports
to the Executive and General Advisory Committees. The items below include only Phase 1
items which have not yet been fully deployed.

C.1.

Crisis Triage and Diversion Capacity – Delayed

Addition of 16 Beds in Spokane Region:
Department of Commerce awarded the contract to the Spokane Mental Health Crisis
Stabilization Facility, operated by Pioneer Human Services (PHS).
This contract required that PHS serve the Spokane Region by constructing a crisis triage or
diversion facility that would provide a community based therapeutic alternative to
incarceration for the residents of the region. This therapeutic facility, named the Spokane
Mental Health Crisis Stabilization Facility, was scheduled to be operational by July 1, 2021,
as identified in the Trueblood Final Implementation Plan.
In July, the parties brought a motion to the Court requesting additional time to complete
the project as a result of an estimated 6‐8 week delay due to construction complications
and COVID‐19 impacts. This delay pushed their projected receipt of their certificate of
occupancy into August, with patient admissions to follow in October 2021. HCA, DSHS, the
Department of Health, and the Department of Commerce begun joint efforts to address this
delay and are conducting regular check‐ins. Despite the construction delays, the project is
proceeding with efforts to hire staff and began onboarding. Efforts are also underway to
proceed with securing licensure from the Department of Health. These efforts are designed
to minimize the impact of the construction delays on other opening and operational efforts.
The region is also engaged in serving the population through enhancements to Frontier
Behavioral Health’s crisis stabilization program until the new facility is operational.
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Following a hearing and receipt of additional information (Dkt. No. 847), the Court granted
the parties’ motion for additional time, with the requirement that the State submit a report
regarding the progress towards completion on the 10th of each month. The first of these was
filed September 10, 2021.

D.1.

Crisis Intervention Training – Delayed

As a result of COVID‐19 pandemic, the State is continuing to conduct 40‐hour Crisis
Intervention Trainings in the Phase 1 regions in order to achieve the goal of training 25% of
peace officers in each law enforcement organization. This is being done under the one‐year
time extension granted by the Court in April of 2021 (Dkt. No. 825).
With the continued lifting of COVID‐19 restrictions in some areas, some limited in‐person
training has been able to resume. As previously reported, the CJTC’s 8‐hour course, and
another 2‐hour CIT, are available in an online format to all peace officers, tribal officers, and
reserve officers.
As of June 30, 2021, over 30% of all law enforcement officers in Phase 1 had received the 40‐
hour CIT course. This quarter the CJTC was able to ramp up in person trainings and
completed 40‐hour trainings in both Vancouver and Spokane, with additional courses in
Spokane and one in Tacoma scheduled for September. The state continues to push to get
25% or more of each individual organization in the Phase 1 area trained.
The Washington Military Department provides training for 911 operators and also conducts
an 8‐hour CIT course. Upon evaluating the Washington Military Department’s 2014 to
present training curriculum for the basic 911 operator courses they offer, the CJTC
determined that it met or exceeded the content of the 8‐hour CIT course available through
the CJTC. They granted equivalency for that course and calculations for training
completions now account for this previous CIT training.
As a result of both the CJTC training and the Washington Military Department’s training,
98.25% of all 911 operators in the Phase 1 region have had a minimum of 8 hours of CIT
training.

IV. Phase 2 Implementation
On June 24, 2021, the parties filed with the court a Final Implementation Plan for Phase 2 of
the Contempt Settlement Agreement. Below is information about the Phase 2
implementation status of each of the fifteen discreet sections captured within the Final
Implementation Plan and any milestones completed since the last report to the Court. To
see all completed actions, please refer to prior reports.
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A.1.

Additional Forensic Evaluators – On track

The required 18 positions for Phase 1 were hired, on‐boarded, and are assigned a full
complement of cases. For Phase 2, data will be reviewed as part of the semi‐annual
report to determine if referrals are outpacing current staffing levels. If this occurs,
the department will submit a budget request for additional evaluators to meet the
need.
B.2.

Community Outpatient Restoration Services – On track

OCRP is working closely with representatives from the King County Prosecuting Attorney’s
Office and Department of Public Defense, who both serve on the monthly OCRP
Workgroup, to identify potential OCRP providers and education/engagement opportunities
in King County. Trueblood element leads met with the King County behavioral health
provider network in July to present Trueblood programs and provide a follow up to the
‘Request for Information’ in the Spring to gauge provider interest and learn about their
perceived challenges for implementation. Health Care Authority’s outreach efforts continue
to individual behavioral health providers in King County to discuss possible contracts for
services in the Phase 2 region. OCRP continues to meet monthly with the King County
Competency Continuum Workgroup as well as the King County Behavioral Health
Administrative Services Organization (BHASO). OCRP anticipates having contractors for
Phase 2 identified by October 2021.
OCRP continues to assess the program for efficiencies and continuous quality
improvements. This May, DSHS and HCA collaborated with contracted providers to
participate in a Value Stream Mapping (VSM) event focusing on reviewing and identifying
process improvements for OCRP. Some of the improvements currently being developed
from the VSM process, or through regular program review, include:







Contracted agencies are better connecting with local SUD providers to arrange for
urgent assessments for OCRP participants upon intake
Scheduling regular training and outreach to Phase 1 courts
Amending conditional release orders with language regarding compliance with
outpatient behavioral health services
Developing a process to request court orders to transfer appropriate individuals
from inpatient restoration to OCRP
Editing the Breaking Barriers Competency Restoration Program Manual to be
community‐centric versus inpatient focused
Development of a standardized OCRP referral form

As of August 31, the following task items were due and completed on time:



Invite King County to participate in the OCRP workgroup by December 31, 2020.
Identify existing King County partner and stakeholder groups and strategize
targeted ongoing outreach and education to those groups by March 31, 2021.
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B.3.

Coordinate with forensic navigator, forensic HARPS, and forensic PATH to align
contract efforts to ensure that services begin at the same time. Coordination due by
March 31, 2021.
Receiving legislative funding by July 1, 2021.

Forensic Navigator – Ahead of schedule

As of August 31, the following task item was due and completed early:


Submit human resource paperwork to hire Phase 2 forensic navigators by August 1,
2021.

The Forensic Navigator Program continues to operate in all three Phase 1 regions. The
navigators continue to work under the COVID‐19 limitations reported in prior reports but
are able to actively engage the clients being assigned to them by local courts. For the period
of July 1, 2020, through August 25, 2021, there were approximately 1,340 clients who were
assigned to a forensic navigator caseload. As of August 25, 2021, the forensic navigator team
had a total of 156 active clients, with the average navigator caseload at 17.33. The program
has occasionally experienced caseloads over the target of 25 cases per navigator, with the
highest caseload to date being a peak of 31 cases.
The Forensic Navigator Program will be adding two supervisors to assist with the expansion
of the program. On September 1, 2021, Sejahdah Brimmer will begin supervision of Phase 2
staff in King County and Matt Emerson will supervise staff in Phase 1. The Forensic
Navigator Program is also on pace to hire and onboard all Phase 2 staff before November 1,
2021.

B.5.

Closure of Maple Lane and Yakima – Ahead of schedule

On June 30, 2021, Comprehensive Healthcare (CHC) issued their termination for
convenience notice. This resulted in an official closure date of August 14, 2021, with all
patients transferred out by July 30, 2021, to allow CHC two weeks to officially close the
building.
Upon receiving the termination for convenience notice, the Department coordinated the
evaluation (where appropriate) and transfer of the remaining patients. Due to the short
timeline CHC could not guarantee that Yakima County DOC would be able to complete all
of the transports. The Director of the RTFs worked with contracts staff to have the RTFs
added to the existing contract with American Medical Response ambulance to assist with
transports. American Medical Response was utilized along with Yakima DOC transport.
The Forensic Admissions Coordinator worked quickly to review the packets of the patients
still at the Yakima Program and screened them for alternate placement. The Administrative
Assistant 3 for the Director of RTFs worked closely with the Yakima program to ensure that
all patients had a transport to their new facility. The hospitals and the two RTFs worked
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quickly to confirm transport dates to ensure a smooth transition. By July 26, 2021, all
patients had been placed either at alternate facilities or had been opined competent and
transported back to jail. The Trueblood Project Manager worked very closely with the
Director of the RTFs to ensure the wind down activities occurred according to plan, and
ultimately, the process went smoothly.
The specific impact of the Yakima Program closure has been difficult to measure because
the closure coincided with the surge in Delta‐variant COVID‐19 cases. COVID‐19 exposures
occurred at WSH, ESH, and Fort Steilacoom over the last several months, leading to the
necessary use of ward‐holds until these COVID‐19 exposures could be cleared. Any impact
to wait times tied directly to the closure of Yakima has been subsumed by these COVID‐19
countermeasures made necessary by the widespread prevalence of the Delta‐variant.
As a result of early closure, all eleven Yakima RTF‐related milestones due during Phase 2
have been completed early. Maple Lane is slated to close in Phase 3 unless monitored data
triggers an earlier closure. Attachment A.

C.1.

Crisis Triage and Diversion Capacity – On track

Addition of Two, 16 Bed Crisis Facilities in the King Region:
HCA is once again collaborating with the Department of Commerce along with a selection
of state interagency subject matter experts in the development of a capital funding Request
for Proposal (RFP) to support the addition of two 16‐bed crisis stabilization/crisis triage
facilities in the King region for Phase 2 of the Trueblood implementation plan. These funds
were allocated to Department of Commerce in the 21‐23 biennial capital budget. HCA has
met with King County BHASO representatives regarding the final implementation plan
timeline and to ensure that operational service strategies are incorporated into the service
continuum. HCA provided an overview of this funding during the King County BHASO
provider network meeting and continues to work in partnership with them while addressing
a potential conflict of interest should King County BHASO decide to apply for the funds
directly. If so, they will not be able to participate in the RFP evaluation process.
Enhancements in King Region:
HCA has contracted for enhancements through the regional BHASO contract. HCA has
met with representatives from King to discuss enhancement examples. King BHASO
identified the DESC’s crisis solutions center as the only site in King where enhancements
can be beneficial.

C.2.

Residential Supports – On track

Crisis Short‐Term Vouchers:
One of the five crisis stabilization facilities located in the Phase 1 regions unexpectedly
closed on July 31, 2021. HCA worked immediately to reallocate housing subsidy funds to the
two other facilities who utilize the most housing vouchers.
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HCA created and is piloting a discharge planners’ toolkit. HCA distributed the toolkit to
each of the four remaining crisis stabilization sites to enhance their knowledge of
community‐based supportive housing resources and programs for the broader population
of those with a clinical need. The goal is to ensure that everyone exiting these facilities who
utilizes a short‐term housing voucher is also connected to community‐based programs for
ongoing support and linkage to resources.
As of August 31, the following two task items were due and completed on time:




Identify regional providers who offer crisis stabilization services in King County.
Receive legislative funding by July 1, 2021.
Transmit proposed contracts to the BHASO by August 31, 2021.

Forensic HARPS:
As of August 31, the following task items were due with two completed on time and one
completed early:





Identify regional supportive housing programs (within community mental health
agencies, tribes, and urban Indian health providers) that are currently in existence
within King County by February 28, 2021.
Coordinate contracting efforts with OCRP, forensic navigators, and forensic PATH
by March 31, 2021.
Receive legislative funding by July 1, 2021.

HCA issued a Request for Information in April 2021 to identify potential providers in King
County. Following their review of responses, they collected a list of potential providers that
had not responded including licensed behavioral health agencies, homeless outreach and
housing providers in the King region. They also reached out to partners in King County to
get recommendations on other potential contractors. Once HCA had compiled a master
list, they then began reaching out to those organizations and entities to assess interest and
identify barriers to their participation in these contracting opportunities. They were able to
share details about the technical assistance and training they provided, and this outreach
appeared to be very well received. Although this was a significant workload, HCA found this
outreach to be extremely beneficial and resulted in a larger list of viable contractors to be
considered, not just for the forensic HARPS program, but also for forensic PATH, and
OCRP.

C.3.

Mobile Crisis and Co‐responder Programs – On track

Mobile Crisis:
HCA is managing a number of important considerations as Phase 2 deployment begins for
Mobile Crisis Response. HCA’s review and assessment of submitted MCR enhancement
plans must take into consideration the local needs and challenges the BHASOs encounter
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when improving MCR services. The review cannot take a one‐size‐fits‐all approach and
should be flexible in considering settings where crisis intervention can occur, the methods
utilized, and the ways to address staffing shortages by employing a variety of service
providers. The timeline for contracting future services must be established within the
region’s ratification system and consider the processes for which they operate. These steps
must be done before establishing any final date of signature. As services begin to move into
King region for Phase 2, this will be a very important consideration as King is represented
by 39 distinct cities and jurisdictions. The needs of each of these cities and town must be
taken into consideration as they will differ from the metropolises of areas such as Seattle
and Bellevue.
As of August 31, the following task items were due with two completed on time and one
completed early:





Continue to partner with WASPC as participation in Phase 2 region implementation
process begins by July 1, 2021.
Selected regional partners, including the BHASO, MCR teams, and law enforcement,
will identify participants to collaborate in developing a regional timeliness
expectation before July 31, 2021.
Begin holding regional meetings with King County MCR providers to review current
timeliness data and discuss opportunities to increase response times and increase
collaboration with co‐responder teams by August 31, 2021.

Co‐Responder Grants (WASPC):
The State continues to meet regularly with WASPC and has engaged them in multiple
activities including membership in the General Advisory Committee and various project
workgroups. WASPC sought and received funds from the legislature to continue their
mental health field response team (aka go‐responder) grants in the King and other regions
of the state. Recently selected grantees began receiving funds July 1, 2021.

C.4.

Forensic PATH (Intensive Case Management) – On track

Forensic PATH teams continue to provide innovative strategies to provide outreach and
services to eligible individuals. Strategies to engage individuals, particularly those
experiencing homelessness, include going to shelters and food pantries, partnering with
mobile medical and sister agency outreach teams as well as connecting with individuals in
jail. The teams have also been expanding their outreach efforts to more rural areas.
There has been improved coordination efforts between the Forensic PATH teams, Forensic
Navigators, and Forensic HARPS teams to increase service delivery. Regularly scheduled
service coordination meetings occur between Forensic PATH, Forensic HARPS, Outpatient
Competency Restoration Services, and Forensic Navigators. These coordination meetings
ensure continuity of care and improved communication amongst the Trueblood teams.
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The Forensic PATH teams have received additional training specific to diversity, equity, and
inclusion; using a lens of trauma informed care; motivational interviewing; and SSI/SSDI
Outreach, Access, and Recovery (SOAR). To better serve people with tribal affiliation,
FPATH providers also participated in a cultural humility training given by the tribes. The
team at Frontier Behavioral Health (FBH) completed additional diversity, equity, and
inclusion training specific to individuals who are court involved.
FPATH teams from across the state participated in the Value Stream Mapping (VSM)
exercise. As a result of this process, it was decided that there was some need for further
guidelines or “best practices” to be developed around outreach, engagement, enrollment,
and program exit. Teams and FPATH program administrator will work over the next several
months to develop them.
As of August 31, the following task items were due and completed on time:



Identify regional outreach and engagement programs currently in existence in the
Phase 2 region by May 1, 2021.
Use the level of funding provided by the legislature on July 1, 2021, to determine the
number of forensic PATH teams.

HCA issued a Request for Information in April 2021 to identify potential providers in King
County. They also met with King County behavioral health providers to assess interest and
suitability for program delivery of FPATH services in Phase 2.

D.1.

Crisis Intervention Training – Ahead of schedule

The initial data reports indicate approximately 3,208 certified peace officers are in the Phase
2 Region. 1,511 of these officers have already received the 40‐hour CIT training. 17 of the 27
agencies in King County have already met the 25% mandate.
Initial reporting for corrections agencies shows a total of 856 corrections officers with 100
having received the 8‐hour training.
CJTC is still collecting information from the 911 operator agencies in the Phase 2 region, but
the initial inquiry showed of the 242 operators 172 have completed the training
requirements.

D.2.

Technical Assistance to Jails – Ahead of schedule

As of August 31, the following task item was due and completed early:


Starting in December 2020, engage mental health and nursing leadership at King
County Correctional Facility and other King County jails to determine specific
training needs. Collaborate on the development of targeted training to meet
identified needs among jail staff.
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As of August 31, 2021, OFMHS Workforce Development team has met twice with
health services leadership at the King County Jail to develop a training outline for
jail staff. One specific need identified was for training that provides an orientation
to the competency system and how this system interfaces with the work of jail staff.
The target date for completion of the training design is November 15, 2021, with
training delivery to follow shortly thereafter. The initial live webinar training for
King County jail staff will be recorded and made available to all jails statewide. The
JTA team has also prepared a training scheduled for September 21, 2021, on “Mental
Health Screening and Assessments in Jails.”
OFMHS maintains and monitors a jail technical assistance email inbox
jailassistance@dshs.wa.gov that is open to all jail staff across the state, but there
have been no recent requests for technical assistance.
E.1.

Enhanced Peer Support – Ahead of schedule

Work is ongoing to create the online version of the “The Intersection of Behavioral Health
and the Law” (IBHL) training for Certified Peer Counselors (CPC). The Enhanced Peer
Services Program Administrator continues to provide technical assistance to partners in this
work. The Enhanced Peer Supports Program Administrator continues to work in
partnership with the Phase 1 regions and other Trueblood implementation teams to utilize
the FAQ, fact sheet, DBHR peer support webpage, Office of Recovery Partnership
distribution list, recorded webinars, and other communication materials as needed.
The Enhanced Peer Services Program Administrator has created a Trueblood Learning
Community for all peers working on the Trueblood funded programs as well as peers who
are working on court funded diversion programs. Peers from across the state (including
King County) participated in the kick‐off meeting in early August. This learning community
will convene on a quarterly basis. The focus of this group is to provide opportunities for
CPCs to receive training and/or technical assistance, to resource with other peers, and
networking.
A Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) subject matter expert is under contract to add
modules to the IBHL specifically on DEI. These additional modules will be complete by
February 28, 2022.
As of August 31, 2021, the following task item was due and completed early:


Procure a virtual platform to transition the curriculum from an in‐person training
format to a virtual learning format by February 28, 2021.
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E.2.

Workforce Development – On track

The OFMHS Workforce Development team has completed all requirements from Phase 1 of
implementing the contempt settlement agreement. The team produced the required “One
Time Report” (the Forensic Workforce Report) which analyzed the current status of the
workforce needed to successfully implement all aspects of the contempt settlement
agreement and made recommendations for enhancements over the next ten years.
Currently the team is continuing to work with King County partners to identify specific
workforce strengths and needs related to successful implementation of the contempt
settlement agreement initiatives within King County. The team continues to work closely
with project management staff to ensure that all responsibilities for Phase 2 of the contempt
settlement agreement will be met well and on time.

V.

Stakeholder and Partner Engagements

A. Statewide Informational Webinars
The Statewide Implementation team conducts quarterly implementation update webinars
that are open to everyone, but primarily geared to partners and stakeholders in the Phase 1
and 2 regions. Future webinars are scheduled each quarter and are advertised using the
Trueblood listserv.

VI. Court‐Funded Diversion Projects
The existing twelve diversion projects are funded through June 30, 2022. Members of the
Diversion Review Committee (DRC) are currently considering contracting with outside
assistance to undertake a program evaluation of all twelve projects as they approach the end
of court funding. The DRC is also considering organizing another “summit” for the twelve
projects largely to facilitate sustainability discussion. This would likely be on a smaller scale
than the diversion summit held in September of 2019.
After the last status hearing with the Court in May, there were diversion project site visits
held remotely with Frontier Behavioral Health, Catholic Charities, Community Integrated
Health Services (formerly known as Great Rivers BHO), King County (Phases One and
Three), Kitsap Mental Health, Lourdes, Pierce County (Phases Two and Three), and
Thurston‐Mason BHO.
Projects are consistently reporting a return to more normal pre‐pandemic operations. All
projects consistently cite a shortage of appropriate available housing as a major challenge
to their work. They have also more recently brought up challenges in finding sufficient
qualified staff. Overall, the site visit team has no significant concerns with any of the
diversion projects.
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In June of 2021, the DRC heard oral presentations from six applicants for Phase IV diversion
funding, which focuses on provision of housing to confirmed class members. After these
presentations, the DRC selected five projects to receive a total of approximately $22 million
dollars in grant funds over four years. Projects vary—from generous rental subsidies to
master leasing, from small home renovation to large capital projects.
The Court granted parties’ joint motion seeking distribution of these funds in July. Disability
Rights Washington is currently working with Seattle Foundation to draft new grant
agreements and distribute this funding to the new projects. The goal is to have initial
funding payments distributed by the end of September. The DRC will monitor the Phase IV
projects as they have monitored the prior three phases of projects.

VII. Executive Committee
Since the last quarterly status hearing, the Executive Committee has met twice. The minutes
from those Executive Committee meetings are attached, Attachments B and C. Parties
continue to work together to make sure membership is appropriately updated as a result of
turnover. The next Executive Committee meeting is scheduled for September 15, 2021.
The Research and Data Analysis Office continues to provide the Executive Committee with
monthly data on the number of misdemeanor restoration orders entered since the law
change. The most recent data is in Attachment D.

VIII. General Advisory Committee
The General Advisory Committee (GAC) continues to meet quarterly, with their most recent
meetings still being held entirely via webinar. At the approach of the Phase 2 launch,
additional members from the King region were invited to participate. The updated
membership list is provided as Attachment E. Additional members are still being sought.
Since the last status hearing, the GAC has met twice. The minutes from those GAC meetings
are attached, Attachments F and G. Members were provided an agenda and multiple
handouts and presentations, which are attached as Attachments H‐O (materials discussed
during the meeting but previously submitted to the Court are excluded to avoid unnecessary
duplication). As COVID‐19 restrictions ease, most meetings will continue in a webinar
format with yearly meetings held in person as feasible. The next scheduled meeting of the
General Advisory Committee is November 15, 2021.
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MEASURE DEFINITION: The median wait time represents the number of days from the beginning of a period of waiting in jail for competency services to
order completion among orders completed in the specified month. Includes all inpatient competency evaluation or restoration orders for individuals
waiting for services in jail. The order is completed when the individual is admitted for inpatient services, or when the order is dismissed, withdrawn or
when the individual is physically released from jail (e.g. on personal recognizance or work release). Includes admissions to WSH, ESH, Maple Lane and
Yakima Residential Treatment Facilities (until 7/26/2021, when the last patient was discharged from Yakima, with final facility closure on 8/14/2021).

DATA SOURCE: BHA Forensic Data System; August 2018 through June 2021.
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Executive Committee Meeting
March 11, 2021; 1:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.
Attendees: MaryAnne Lindeblad (HCA), Michael Brown (HCA), Keri Waterland (HCA), Sean Murphy
(DSHS/BHA), Tom Kinlen (DSHS/BHA), Aura MacArthur (DSHS/BHA), Christopher Carney (CGI), Kim Mosolf
(DRW), Beth Leonard (DRW), Darya Farivar (DRW), Nick Williamson (ATG), Jes Erickson (ATG), Marko Pavela
(ATG), and David Carlson (DRW)
Special Guests: Kayla Wold (CJTC), Rachelle Wright (CJTC), John McGrath (WASPC), and Melodie Pazolt (HCA)

Small Law Enforcement Agency Training Barriers
In section III.D.1.b. of the Settlement of Contempt Agreement, it requires that the state and plaintiff’s counsel
meeting with representatives from the Criminal Justice Training Commission and the Washington Association
of Sheriffs and Police Chiefs to discuss how to better deliver behavioral health crisis training to officers
employed by agencies with ten or fewer officers on staff.
Special guests Kayla Wold, Rachelle Wright, and John McGrath shared their perspective on the barriers facing
small agencies via the attached PowerPoint presentation.
During that discussion the following additional points were raised:







Some agencies have one officer
The CJTC shares job announcements to help collaborate with agencies trying to fill positions
Some agencies in the Phase 1 regions, like Sumner PD, are offering sign‐on bonuses to try and get
lateral candidates to reduce the training burden
RCW 43.101.427 governs the eight‐hour CIT training required for new full‐time officers and the 2‐hour
annual online course requirements
CIT has been well received by law enforcement and WASPC encourages all to attend that can; it just is
not feasible for all because of barriers
There are 20 LEs in the Phase 1 region and seven in the Phase 2 region

During the discussion it was identified that understanding how many class members are in areas covered by
small LE agencies would be helpful. Discussion on whether or not the areas covered by those small agencies
would actually have an impact on class members. It may not be a gap that must be filled. May be an
opportunity for flexibility.
Action Item: Kayla and Rachelle will provide a list of all LEs with 10 or fewer officers in the Phase 1 and 2
regions to Executive Committee.
Once Executive Committee gets the lists, they can compare it to the areas that need competency services.
*3‐11‐21 Small LE Barriers
*3‐11‐21 Sample Agenda – Spokane Oct 2020
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*3‐11‐21 Agencies in King Region with 10 or Fewer Officers

Co‐Responder – Phase 2
This topic came up briefly during one of our recent negotiation sessions. Kim shared that they wondered if
WASPC had been in contact with any already existing, similar programs in the King region in advance of the
funding that they might have available for Mental Health Field Response Team grants. Wonders how we can
encourage Seattle or other areas with existing programs to help them figure out how they could put in a pitch
for those funds.
John shared that one of the recipients of the grants they just issued out of the additional $650,000 that HCA
had provided was to a south King County group of 9 agencies collaborating together. WASPC prioritizes large
and joint/collaborative efforts when evaluating grant applications. They are more likely to give funds to a
collaboration than an individual organization. They are also prioritizing those that use DCRs in conjunction
with mental health professionals.
When asked if anyone from the LEAD program in King has talked to WASPC, John shared that he has spoken to
the person who runs the LEAD grant program. WASPC has two separate grant courses available that are paid
for out of three different funding streams.
WASPC hopes to have the next round of grants open in May 2020.
Action Item: Aura will check in with John in April to see if they are on track to have applications open in May.
John asked if there were any specific requirements the committee thought would be relevant. One suggestion
was that they go to denser areas. John asked is there is a way to identify where class members are that are
not already participants in a MHRT grant? Yes.
Action Item: Tom will provide John with data on where referrals are coming from in Phase 1 and 2 regions.
Melodie shared a list with John of the number (count) of those on the FPATH referral list in each county in the
state.
*3‐11‐21 HU Count by County

FPATH Referral List
Keri shared that they are now distributing a more comprehensive referral list. It now includes individuals that
may not have any or only limited contact information. They have not changed eligibility – the list is just a tool
to show those who are eligible and have been identified. This change follows another recent change to de‐
duplicate the list. HCA had questions from King County about the size of the King County list and wanted to
make sure Executive Committee is hearing the same information that they are sharing with partners in the
regions.
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Spokane 16‐bed Crisis Capacity
Keri reminded the committee that the capital funding for this project came through the Department of
Commerce. They recently heard that due to materials delay the construction is estimated to be delayed an
additional six‐weeks past the original construction completion date of 7/1/21. This does not impact the work
that HCA is doing on the operations side. They are still actively working with the provider, Pioneer, to
complete operations planning and ramp up policy and procedures, etc.

COVID 19 Impacts on Trueblood Implementation
Tom shared updates on jail‐based evaluations. They continue to provide services through no‐contact booths
or by using telehealth/televideo and continue to push to expand that capability. They are also working closely
with incident command. Now that vaccines are more available, need to evaluate how that will impact their
ability to go into jails, etc.
The last three remaining evaluator positions hired start on 4/1/21. All 74 positions are filled. They hired 18
and filled vacancies. Three are doing full‐time forensic risk assessments (this relates to the upcoming topic of
NGRI patients). There is an additional evaluator in training who will also do those assessments.
WSH and ESH are getting vaccines out to both evaluators and navigators.
As of Monday, a total of 539 clients and 2,352 staff across BHA had received both doses of vaccine. DRW
shared that at a meeting yesterday with ESH they were told that 75% of patients there had been vaccinated.
Tom shared that as of Monday, 402 patients at WSH have had their first dose and 302 had their second.
DRW wondering how admissions will change, and movement between jail/hospitals/RTFs as vaccines are more
widely distributed. DSHS is following CDC and DOH guidance. They anticipate getting new guidance “soon.”
Tom shared that in the meantime there are groups in BHA exploring what that will look like.
Action Item: Tom will get more information on the plan moving forward and provide that to Executive
Committee.
E3 and E4 have been filled with NGRI patients and the wards they vacated are now receiving class members.
Nick shared that they are still seeing people coming from the jails and testing positive. Just had one yesterday.
This puts the hospital into the hold and test protocol. David shared they have already relayed to Amber
Leaders at the Governor’s Office and to DOH that they would like to see them to change their practices and
use a stronger hand with the jails. It is difficult for people in jail who are eligible to get the vaccines to actually
get the shots. They would like to see everyone across the board in jails get vaccinated.
Action Item: Nick will relay to Amber that the jail practices are impacting the hospitals.
DRW shared that they will resume in‐person monitoring at the hospitals next week. They are excited to see E3
and E4.
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GAC Membership
Committee discussed how they want GAC membership to be managed moving forward. Originally it was
anticipated that membership for Phase 1 invitees would end and a new group would step into GAC
membership roles at the start of Phase 2. After discussion, the Committee would like to keep all existing
members and invite additional members to represent the King region.
Action Item: Committee members will send their ideas for additional member organizations or specific
members to Aura by Thursday March 25th.
Action Item: Aura will draft a statement for Executive Committee review notifying current GAC members of
the desire for them to stay on past the two year mark for the remainder of the implementation timeline.
Action Item: Darya will help identify additional class members to participate.
Action Item: Aura will work with the tribal workgroup to send Dear Tribal Leader Letters to the tribes in the
King region to solicit members.
The Committee also discussed their desire to find different ways to warn GAC members when their input is
needed besides have topics queued up on the agenda that is sent the week before. As restrictions lift, the
Committee would like to keep the meetings virtual, with the potential for one meeting a year held as a hybrid
remote/in person with the four different physical locations used pre‐pandemic as options.

Arrest Diversion Policy – Clark County
Chris shared an update on the work he and Kim have been doing with Clark County partners to develop an
arrest diversion policy. Kim and Chris help facilitate the meetings, which have been going for around five
months. Reaching a final product has been more complicated than they originally anticipated, but they are
happy to report that they are nearing a final policy/protocol. Vancouver PD is very anxious to implement.
Several questions remain including one around RCW 10.31.110 and whether the mandatory DV arrest
requirements have been eliminated. Clark partners are reading it still as a mandatory arrest scenario. Nick
shared that it may account for the limited community push‐back against the change. Chris shared that there
may be an appetite for carving out interfamilial DV. There is some belief that those situations are different.
Another question is around a facility’s ability to notify LE when someone walks away after a police drop‐off.
There is a belief that HIPAA does not allow for that notification. They have gotten around that by requiring a
release of information in order for that diversion to be deployed.
The last hurdle is one around finding existing crisis bed capacity. Discussions on the idea of expanding
WaTrack. If it was possible it could remove barriers.
Moving forward, once they have the policy finalized they hope to share it with Spokane and start talks with
them. They also have a meeting scheduled with Pete De Santo in King to see about starting up a similar
workgroup in King County.
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Not Guilty by Reason of Insanity – Risk Assessments and Releases
Kim would like this topic to be flagged as they see it as a Trueblood issue. Delays in completing NGRI risk
assessments create a delay for class members in getting a bed. They appreciate the info DSHS shared on the
plan in place to get caught up by this summer. They hope that leads to a significant number of beds available.
Sean clarified that the information that was shared by a mid‐level manager was not taking into consideration
the full picture, only a portion that they have awareness of. They were trying to be helpful but do not have a
full view to be able to speak to the actual impact the work BHA is doing will have. As much as he would like to
see this create a lot of bed openings, he doesn’t believe that will be the case.
DRW is continuing to engage with patients and advocates about their experiences. They have been speaking of
a slowdown in NGRI releases. They hope to see public defenders working with DSHS on NGRI cases. Again,
they view this issue through a Trueblood lens.

Hourly Crisis Beds and Enhancements
During negotiation this topic was suggested for a future Executive Committee Meeting. Aura wanted to check‐
in to confirm it is still desired? Yes, DRW would like to understand how state plans to ensure the beds target
class members. Melodie clarified that it is just two different ways of coding how services are provided. One
way is through a licensed facility and the other is through a wide array of home‐like settings. Melodie shared
a link for the service encounter instruction manual which may provide some insight.
https://www.hca.wa.gov/assets/program/seri‐guide‐updated‐20210303.pdf
When Executive Committee talks about this next, would like to get grounded in how HCA will talk to providers
to determine what the enhancements should be especially as it relates to hourly coded services.
Action Item: Aura will add this topic to a future agenda.

Housing 101+
Kim asked for an updated on the housing conversation that we have talked about having.
Aura shared that she has reserved the speakers with Melodie’s help, but has not yet added Executive
Committee and General Advisory Committee members to the invite.
Action Item: Aura will complete the calendar invite for the Housing 101+ presentation. [DONE]
Kim is most interested in getting an answer to the question of how we can practically get additional housing
support for class members. Not sure that that specific question will be answered in the Housing 100+
presentation.
Everyone agreed that it will be a good step in getting everyone at the same level of understanding about the
housing resources available and using the same language. From there, Nick shared that the state would love
to hear what DRW envisions. What would they propose to change in how housing is handled for class
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members moving forward? Next steps would include working together to come up with practical solutions.
Kim shared that this week she hopes to be able to share RFP housing ideas that came in from existing
Trueblood providers with those on the fine‐funded committee. Received ideas that included capital like
buying hotels that went under as a result of the pandemic and operations ideas.
Melodie shared the amounts that were in the Governor’s capital budget for the housing trust fund. Kim and
David spoke to the need to be able to designate a portion of the housing stock to those from the behavioral
health arena.
*3‐11‐21 2021‐23 Governor Capital Budget for HTF
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Executive Committee Meeting
June 17, 2021; 1:00 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.
Attendees: Keri Waterland (HCA), Tom Kinlen (DSHS/BHA), Aura MacArthur (DSHS/BHA), Christopher Carney
(CGI), Kim Mosolf (DRW), Beth Leonard (DRW), Darya Farivar (DRW), Nick Williamson (ATG), Jes Erickson
(ATG), and Marko Pavela (ATG)
Special Guests: Melodie Pazolt (HCA)

GAC Membership
Committee members discussed adding in additional members to GAC as we begin Phase 2, ideally
representatives from King County. All agreed on inviting the following people to participate:





Katie Hurley (Defense Attorney)
Pete DeSanto (Prosecuting Attorney)
Judge Patrick Oishi (WASCJA)
Judge Anthony Gipe (DMCJA)

During the meeting Committee members provided Aura with the contact information for these prospective
members.
Action Item: Aura will reach out to those identified to invite them to join the General Advisory Committee.
[DONE]
Aura shared that the formal letter to tribes in the King region was sent asking for members. So far the Seattle
Indian Health Board is the only respondent and they have identified both a main member (Esther Lucero) and
an alternate to ensure coverage (Francesca Murnan). They will be joining the August meeting.

Spokane 16‐Bed Crisis Facility
Keri and Melodie had more information to share about the anticipated delay in this project. The Committee
had previously been alerted to the construction delay as a result of supply issues. They are anticipating
receiving the certificate of occupancy following construction completion in mid‐August.
Most recently, contractors have completed the electrical system, installed the server – which will now allow
for installation of the fire alarm system, and installed the cameras.
On the operations side, HCA has been working diligently with Spokane County and Pioneer Human Services,
the contracted party, to address any challenges or barriers that would slow down occupancy following the
completion of construction.
Melodie shared that Pioneer has hired four of five key leadership positions and expect to have an offer on the
final position made in the next two weeks. Interviews are underway for professional positions including RNs,
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mental health professionals, and substance use disorder personnel. In order to bolster the quality and
quantity of applicant pools, HCA has a marketing campaign on behavioral health workforce that they are
starting soon and have taken the following additional actions:





Met with Eastern Washington University’s MSW program
Scheduled a meeting with Boise State’s MSW graduating class
Presented to Spokane Falls Community College SUD program
Developing pipeline of applicants via practicum opportunities at Eastern, WSU, Gonzaga, Whitworth,
and community colleges

Staff training is also well underway. In addition to standard orientation and training, they have scheduled and
coordinated training on Crisis De‐Escalation, Trauma Informed Care, Motivational Interviewing with a focus on
institutional trauma, and Crisis Intervention Training. They have also applied to have staff participate in BHT’s
HR & Equity Learning Cohort that takes place over the next four months.
HCA has been meeting with many community partners and organizations including the Rural DCR team, Pend
Oreille behavioral health crisis team, BHT’s Tribal Partners Leadership Council, BHASO, local hospitals, and
many others with a goal of ensuring a smooth and timely start‐up of operations.
Finally, HCA has begun multi‐agency meetings around licensing processes, with an eye towards supporting
Pioneer and Spokane County. Their first meeting with those entities and DOH and Commerce was yesterday.
The estimated opening date is currently mid‐October.
The Committee discussed next steps which include the filing of a motion seeking a time extension from the
court. This needs to be filed before June 30th.
Action Item: AAGs will send DRW a draft motion as soon as possible for edits.
Discussion on how to get efforts around RCW 10.31.110 going in the Spokane area in the meantime. Chris and
Kim shared that the work in Clark, while beneficial, was more of a lift and time commitment than they
originally expected. Hardest part was getting everyone available and in a room together.
Committee discussed how recently passed Blake bill might impact this topic (SUD diversion). Is likely to have
some impact, but Recovery Navigators aren’t expected to come online until late 2023. HCA did receive
resources to support implementation of the bill, and they have one person so far who is hired (Tony Walton),
with more coming. They might be able to provide some insight and support.
Discussion of the Governor’s Blue Ribbon Commission and its potential impact. Like the Blake bill, it is not yet
realized. This group has not been convened yet.
Tom offered up project management resources in the form of Aura to support this effort in addition to Tony
from HCA.
Action Item: Aura will schedule a meeting between Chris, Aura and Tony to begin the Spokane work. [DONE]
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Structure of GAC Meetings
Discussion of how to engage GAC members more in providing feedback from the regions and in offering
opinions and perspective on implementation. The same few members seem to be the only ones speaking
during meetings. As a result, most of the meetings are primarily pushing info out to GAC members instead of
engaging them in conversation. The few times we’ve asked for input on key issues (example – OCRP removal
process), responses were not very robust.
Committee discussed multiple ideas on how to change this dynamic including:








Sending targeted questions to members ahead of time for them to come to meeting prepared to
answer
Using webinar breakout rooms to engage in small team discussions and then return to a bigger, all
member, discussion
o This could include a discussion on pre‐sent questions
o Would help build connection between members
Reduce agenda to focus on two or three projects instead of the full implementation
o Would need to still send out the implementation update PowerPoint and reserve time at start
or end for questions on it
o At the end of a meeting can ask members what projects they’d like to dive into during the next
meeting
Gather feedback at the end of each meeting using a plus/delta facilitation technique
Utilize a tool called Mentimeter “Menti” that allows you to confidentially poll members to get answers
to questions

Executive Committee members were hoping to be less directive, but given that hasn’t resulted in the
engagement that was hoped for it is clear that members will need to take more control. This will require more
time to prepare, likely via prep/planning meetings instead of email exchanges like is used now to prepare
agendas.
Discussion of the use of a different platform, perhaps one that has more features like tables (breakout rooms)
at the start, polling, etc.
Action Item: Keri will connect Aura to “Misty” who will be able to bring her up to speed on the Menti tool.
Action Item: Aura will familiarize herself with the Menti tool prior to the Executive Committee planning
meeting.
Action Item: Aura will schedule an August GAC planning meeting for Executive Committee.
Action Item: Aura will email GAC with high‐level info about the how the August meeting will be different.
Action Item: Aura and Tom will explore alternative platforms.
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COVID‐19 Updates
Tom shared that jail‐based evaluations continue to expand and OFMHS is focused on using the quickest
methodology possible to complete them – whether that is televideo, in‐person, no contact booth, conference
room, etc.
Currently at 90% for within the 14‐day time period. Believes latest report to court was actually at 91%. Since
January of 2021 they’ve held at around 89‐90%. Overall they continue to do very well with jail‐based
evaluations.
There was an outbreak this week among employees at Thurston County jail so all evaluations have stopped.
Staff are unable to get to the televideo equipment.
For inpatient evaluations, there is still an impact if staff or patients test positive, but that is happening less and
less. Wait times are trending in the right direction. They are currently under 100 individuals waiting for
placement. While that is not where they want to be, it is still an improvement over previous years.
The eastside of the state has only six class members waiting for inpatient services. They are resuming
conversations about if and when they might move patients waiting on the west side to ESH. Not all local jails
are excited about that as a strategy as it creates a cost to transport, along with the resources involved in
participating in sell hearings, follow‐up competency hearings and the like. Fortunately King County is
enthusiastic about this option despite the added costs and complexity. King County often have many on the
waiting list, so DSHS has been able to work with those organizations that are willing. The agency continues to
encourage staff and patients to get vaccinated.
Phase 2 Final Implementation Plan
Check‐in on the P2 FIP. DRW is fine with the edits in the WFD language.
Action Item: AAGs will transition into PDF and send to Dr. Mauch for her review, with reminder of
requirement that filing occur no later than 6/24/21.
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DATA SOURCE: Forensic Data System (FDS). Multiple competency orders for the same individual that overlap in time are counted once using the most serious offense.
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Effective July 28, 2019, if a defendant charged with a misdemeanor
crime is found not competent the court shall dismiss the proceedings
and detain the defendant for sufficient time to allow an evaluation
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daryaf@dr-wa.org

caitlin.safford@amerigroup.com

Caitlin Safford, Director/Government Relations, Association of
Washington Health Plans

*Darya Farivar, Public Policy Director, Disability Rights Washington

carol7084@comcast.net

Carol Mitchell, Founder, Institute for Black Justice

dannamauch@mamh.org

bethl@dr-wa.org

*Beth Leonard, Attorney with Treatment Facilities Team, Disability
Rights Washington

Dr. Danna Mauch, Court Monitor and President/CEO, Massachusetts
Association for Mental Health

agipe@kentwa.gov

Anthony Gipe, Judge, Kent Municipal Court

christopher.carney@cgilaw.com

amber.leaders@gov.wa.gov

Amber Leaders, Senior Policy Advisor, Office of the Governor

*Christopher Carney, Attorney, Carney Gillespie Isitt PLLP

Email

Member Name

Updated as of 8/16/21

General Advisory Committee Membership

(206) 324-1521 x245

(617) 742-8200

(206) 445-0212

(206) 492-1666

(253) 271-6859

(206) 324-1521 x235

(253) 856-5734

(360) 902-0421

Phone Number
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francescam@sihb.org
inna.liu@beaconhealthoptions.com
jamie@betterhealthtogether.org

Francesca Murnan, Policy Director, Seattle Indian Health Board

Inna Liu, LCSW, Beacon Health Options

Jamie Wiggins, Senior Program Manager of Equity and Engagement,
Better Health Together
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jessica.erickson@atg.wa.gov

estherl@sihb.org

Esther Lucero, President & CEO, Seattle Indian Health Board

*Jessica Erickson, Assistant Attorney General, Office of Attorney
General

dawnmarie.rubio@courts.wa.gov

Dawn Marie Rubio, State Court Administrator, Administrative Office
of the Courts

Jason.schwarz@co.snohomish.wa.us

davidl@dr-wa.org

*David Lord, Director of Public Policy, Disability Rights Washington

Jason Schwarz, Director, Snohomish County Office of Public
Defenders

davidc@dr-wa.org

*David Carlson, Director of Advocacy, Disability Rights Washington

Updated as of 8/16/21

General Advisory Committee Membership

(360) 586-6556

(425) 388-3032

(509) 381-5562

(360) 558-0213

(205) 324-9360 x3048

(206) 900-6272

(360) 357-2120

(206) 324-1521 x219

(206) 324-1521 x240
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john.nourse@piercecountywa.gov

jdjohnson@spokanecounty.org

kseibel@namiwa.org

John Nourse, Legal Services Manager, Pierce County Prosecuting
Attorney’s Office

Justin Johnson, Assistant Director, Spokane County Regional
Behavioral Health – Administrative Services Organization

Katherine Seibel, Director of Public Policy and Advocacy, National
Alliance on Mental Illness
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keri.waterland@hca.wa.gov

jmcgrath@waspc.org

John McGrath, Jail Services Liaison, Washington Association of
Sheriffs & Police Chiefs

*Keri Waterland, Assistant Director – Department of Behavioral
Health and Recovery, Health Care Authority

jim.jensen@southwestach.org

Jim Jensen, Manager of Collaboration & Learning, Southwest
Accountable Community of Health

Updated as of 8/16/21

General Advisory Committee Membership

(360) 725-5252

(206) 954-6444 cell

(509) 477-4510

(253) 798-6243

(509) 209-1145

(360) 409-3056
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marko.pavela@atg.wa.gov

office@namitm.org

Marilyn Roberts, Director of Operations, National Alliance on
Mental Illness, Thurston‐Mason

*Marko Pavela, Assistant Attorney General, Office of Attorney
General

myates@spokanecounty.org

Maggie Yates, SRLJC Administrator, Spokane Regional Law &
Justice Council

(360) 534-4866

(360) 493-6021

(509) 477-5773

leah.becknell@beaconhealthoptions.com (360) 448-8856

(206) 324-1521 x202

(360) 870-4615

Leah Becknell, Account Partnership Director, Beacon Health
Options

*Kim Mosolf, Director of Treatment Facilities Program, Disability kimberlym@dr-wa.org
Rights Washington

*Kevin Bovenkamp, Acting Assistant Secretary– Behavioral
Health Administration, Department of Social and Health Services

Updated as of 8/16/21

General Advisory Committee Membership
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michael.bradley@atg.wa.gov

michael.brown@hca.wa.gov
michael.finkle@kingcounty.gov
nicholas.williamson@atg.wa.gov

patrick.oishi@kingcounty.gov

pete.desanto@kingcounty.gov

ronni.batchelor@lourdesonline.org

*Michael Bradley, Assistant Attorney General, Office of Attorney
General

*Michael Brown, Section Manager, Health Care Authority

Michael Finkle, Judge, King County E Division

*Nicholas Williamson, Assistant Attorney General, Office of
Attorney General

Patrick Oishi, Assistant Presiding Judge, King County Superior
Court

Pete DeSanto, Senior Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, King County
Prosecuting Attorney’s Office

Ronni Batchelor, CPC/CHW, Lourdes Crisis Response Unit

5|Page

mhmoran@camashealth.com

Melissa Hurt‐Moran, Chemical Dependency Clinical Manager,
Kalispel Tribe of Indians

Updated as of 8/16/21

General Advisory Committee Membership

(509) 783-0500 work;
(509) 308-1835 cell

(206) 477-1958

Still obtaining

(360) 586-6459

(206) 477-2121

(360) 725-1481

(360) 664-4966

(509) 789-7663
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sjan.talbot@dshs.wa.gov

thomas.kinlen@dshs.wa.gov

*Sjan Talbot, Deputy Assistant Secretary, Department of Social
and Health Services

*Dr. Thomas Kinlen, Director of the Office of Forensic Mental
Health Services, Department of Social and Health Services

*Also a participant/member of the Executive Committee

sclinton@kingcounty.gov

Shanna Clinton, Competency and Intensive Services Coordinator,
King County BHRD

Updated as of 8/16/21

General Advisory Committee Membership
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(360) 725-1388

(360) 902-7791

(206) 263-5747
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Trueblood
General Advisory Committee Agenda
May 17, 2021; 1:00 P.M. – 4:00 P.M.
ONLINE ONLY
Microsoft Teams
Audio: 1‐415‐655‐0001
Conference ID: 870 818 492#

Executive Committee‐‐‐
Sean Murphy (DSHS), Sjan Talbot (DSHS), Kevin Bovenkamp (DSHS), Tom Kinlen (DSHS/OFMHS), MaryAnne Lindeblad
(HCA), Michael Brown (HCA), Keri Waterland (HCA), David Carlson (DRW), Kim Mosolf (DRW), Chris Carney (CGI), Darya
Farivar (DRW), David Lord (DRW), Beth Leonard (DRW), Josh Stuller (Peer), Michael Bradley (ATG), Marko Pavela (ATG),
Jessica Erickson (ATG) and Nick Williamson (ATG)
General Advisory Committee‐‐
Aimee Maurer (Spokane District Court), Jamie Wiggins (BHT), Amber Leaders (GOV), Caitlin Safford (AWHP), Carol
Mitchell (IBJ), Chris Cooley (Pierce Co.), Danna Mauch (Court Monitor), Dawn Marie Rubio (AOC), Grant Blinn (Pierce SC),
Inna Liu (Beacon), Jason Schwarz (Snohomish OPD), Jim Jensen (SWACH), John McGrath (WASPC), John Nourse (Pierce
Pros), Justin Johnson (Spokane BH‐ASO), Katherine Seibel (NAMI), Leah Becknell (Beacon), Maggie Yates (SRLJC), Marilyn
Roberts (NAMI), Melissa Hurt‐Moran (Kalispel Tribe), Michael Finkle (King District Court), Ronni Batchelor (Peer), and
Shanna Clinton (King County BH)
Project Leads/Special Guests‐‐‐
Kayla Wold (CJTC), Solomon Wyatt (DSHS), Susan Copeland (DSHS), Craig Jacobson (HCA), Steve Perry (HCA), Tim Hunter
(DSHS), Alice Huber (DSHS), Paige Harrison (DSHS), Paula Henzel (DSHS), Tim Dyeson (HCA), Tracy Brown (HCA), Josh
Waguespack (DSHS), Jessica Alves (DSHS), Lisa LaRue (DSHS), Charles Gilman (DSHS), Melodie Pazolt (HCA), Monica
Reeves (HCA), Keith Lewis (HCA), Nicole Mims (HCA), Rusty Horton (DSHS), Rob Johnson (DSHS), and Kate Ireland (HCA)

Time

Duration

1:00‐1:10 PM

10 min

Welcome and Roll Call

1:10‐1:15 PM

5 min

Membership

1:15‐1:20 PM

5 min

Housekeeping & Updates

1:20‐1:30 PM

10 min

Crisis Enhancements

1:30‐1:50 PM

20 min

Ramp Down of Yakima RTF

1|Page

Topic

Notes / Detail
Meeting the Team
 Who’s participating today?
Aura
 New members Jim Jensen and Jamie Wiggins
 Departing member Alison Poulsen
 New membership list will be sent out with
minutes
Aura
Housekeeping
 Parking Lot
Updates
 Action Items
Keith Lewis
 *5‐17‐21 Enhancements Data Question
Susan Copeland
 *5‐17‐21 Ramp Down GAC Presentation

Quarterly Implementation Status Report - September 2021
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Time

Duration Topic

Notes / Detail

1:50‐2:10 PM

20 min

Jail‐Based Competency
Evaluations

2:10‐2:55 PM

45 min

Implementation Updates

2:55‐3:15 PM

20 min

Break

Tom Kinlen
 *5‐17‐21 Trueblood Evaluation Spotlight
Project Leads
 Share implementation status of projects
 *5‐17‐21 Implementation Status PowerPoint
All

3:15‐3:45 PM

3:45‐4:00 PM

2|Page

30 min

15 min

Semi‐Annual Report

Next Steps



Aura



Opportunity to ask questions and provide
feedback
*Semi‐Annual Report3 March 26, 2021
Review Action assignments
Review any Parking Lot items

Quarterly Implementation Status Report - September 2021
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Trueblood
General Advisory Committee Agenda
August 16, 2021; 1:00 P.M. – 5:00 P.M.
ONLINE ONLY
Zoom Meeting ID: 824 4846 3050
Passcode: 141780
Executive Committee‐‐‐
Kevin Bovenkamp (DSHS), Sjan Talbot (DSHS), Tom Kinlen (DSHS/OFMHS), Michael Brown (HCA), Keri Waterland (HCA),
David Carlson (DRW), Kim Mosolf (DRW), Chris Carney (CGI), Darya Farivar (DRW), David Lord (DRW), Beth Leonard
(DRW), Michael Bradley (ATG), Marko Pavela (ATG), Jessica Erickson (ATG) and Nick Williamson (ATG)
General Advisory Committee‐‐
Jamie Wiggins (BHT), Amber Leaders (GOV), Caitlin Safford (AWHP), Carol Mitchell (IBJ), Chris Cooley (Pierce Co.), Danna
Mauch (Court Monitor), Dawn Marie Rubio (AOC), Anthony Gipe (Kent MC), Patrick Oishi (King SC), Inna Liu (Beacon),
Jason Schwarz (Snohomish OPD), Jim Jensen (SWACH), John McGrath (WASPC), John Nourse (Pierce Pros), Pete DeSanto
(King Pros), Justin Johnson (Spokane BH‐ASO), Katherine Seibel (NAMI), Leah Becknell (Beacon), Maggie Yates (SRLJC),
Marilyn Roberts (NAMI), Melissa Hurt‐Moran (Kalispel Tribe), Esther Lucero (Seattle IHB), Francesca Murnan (Seattle
IHB), Michael Finkle (King District Court), Ronni Batchelor (Peer), and Shanna Clinton (King County BH)
Project Leads/Special Guests‐‐‐
Bob Graham (CJTC), Solomon Wyatt (DSHS), Susan Copeland (DSHS), Craig Jacobson (HCA), Tim Hunter (DSHS), Alice
Huber (DSHS), Paige Harrison (DSHS), Paula Henzel (DSHS), Tim Dyeson (HCA), Tracy Brown (HCA), Jessica Alves (DSHS),
Lisa LaRue (DSHS), Charles Gilman (DSHS), Melodie Pazolt (HCA), Monica Reeves (HCA), Keith Lewis (HCA), Nicole Mims
(HCA), Rusty Horton (DSHS), Rob Johnson (DSHS), and Kate Ireland (HCA)

Time

Duration

1:00‐1:10 PM

10 min

Welcome and Roll Call

1:10‐1:15 PM

5 min

Membership

1:15‐1:20 PM

5 min

Housekeeping & Updates

1:20‐1:30 PM

10 min

SAR Data Reporting Update

1|Page

Topic

Notes / Detail
Meeting the Team
 Who’s participating today?
Aura
 New GAC members Pete DeSanto, Judge
Anthony Gipe, Esther Lucero (Francesca Murnan
as alt), and Judge Oishi
 Departing GAC members Judge Aimee Maurer
and Judge Grant Blinn
 Departing members of Executive Committee
o Sean Murphy (DSHS)
o MaryAnne Lindeblad (HCA)
o Joshua Stuller (Peer)
Aura
Housekeeping
 Parking Lot
Updates
 Action Items
Alice
 General update

Quarterly Implementation Status Report - September 2021
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Time

Duration Topic

Notes / Detail

1:30‐2:00 PM

30 min

Trueblood Implementation
Findings

2:00‐2:05 PM

5 min

GAC Meeting Changes

2:05‐2:30 PM

25 min

Forensic Navigators/OCRP

2:30‐2:50 PM
2:50‐3:25 PM

20 min
35 min

Break
Forensic Navigators/OCRP

3:25‐3:30 PM

5 min

Plus/Delta

3:30‐3:45 PM

15 min

Implementation Updates

3:45‐3:55 PM

10 min

Next Steps

2|Page

Alice Huber
*Trueblood Implementation Evaluation – Early Initial
Findings
Aura
 New structure – deeper dives, more
conversation
 Breakout rooms
o No more than six per room
o Each room will need spokesperson
o Exec Committee members floating
Goal is to discuss preset questions in small groups then
have a bigger discussion with everyone.
Breakout rooms
 Brief introductions
 Select spokesperson/recorder
Discuss questions
Report out/Group Discussion
Aura
 What went well?
 What would you change?
Any questions on slide deck provided before meeting?
*Trueblood Implementation Status PowerPoint
Aura
 Review Action assignments
 Review any Parking Lot items

Quarterly Implementation Status Report - September 2021
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Keith Lewis

Enhancements to Crisis
Stabilization Services
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Stabilization services are provided in the person's own home, or another home‐like
setting, or a facility licensed by Department of Health and certified by DBHR as
either Crisis Stabilization Units or Crisis Triage Facilities. Stabilization services shall
include short‐term (less than two weeks per episode) face‐to‐face assistance with
life skills training and understanding of medication effects. This service includes; a)
follow up to crisis services; and b) other individuals determined by a mental health
professional to need additional stabilization services. Stabilization services may be
provided prior to an intake evaluation for mental health services.

Crisis Services

2
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•
•
•
•

Physical/environmental changes for a more acute population
Additional workforce/salary enhancements
Infrastructure such as technology/medical equipment
Programmatic supplies

3

• Four facilities in Phase 1 regions were granted a combined $1,720,802
in enhancement funds.
• Enhancement examples include:

Enhancements to Crisis Stabilization Services
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Successes/challenges
Personnel challenges
How the organization is marketing the crisis triage/stabilization services to the community
Collaboration with local law enforcement

4

Number of persons served by month (there has been confusion from providers on this item and HCA continues to work with
providers on data quality)
Number of persons served in last quarter who have also had law enforcement involvement in last 24 months
Number of persons served who have been referred by police via drop‐off or brought in on a police hold
Number of persons served with a history of co‐occurring disorders
Number of persons referred for emergency hotel/motel voucher

• Narrative information includes:








• Only one facility prior to the enhancement funds had taken police drop‐
offs/referrals/holds.
• Agencies under contract are required to complete a combination narrative/aggregate
report. The aggregate information collected is:

How has enhancement funding impacted police drop‐offs?
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• These do not necessarily represent
unique individuals. There could be
some who have multiple visits.
• Numbers served are greater in areas
where there is a history and a comfort
level with accepting acute individuals
as common practice.
• HCA is assisting all facilities to increase
their comfort level in serving a more
acute population and accepting direct
referrals/drop‐offs to increase their
throughput to better meet community
needs.

1,414
407
407

LE involvement in last
24 months (self‐report)
Direct referred by
police

Pierce

Total persons served

Service Type

9

82

527

Spokane

Enhancements to Crisis Stabilization Services
Phase 1 Cumulative Data 7/1/20‐3/31/21

1

10

479

SW

5
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HCA 82-0344 (1/21)

The OCRP Transition Plan is a document that is
completed in partnership by the Forensic Navigator
and OCRP as well as Forensic Housing and Recovery
through Peer Services (FHARPS) and Forensic Projects
for Assistance in Transition from Homelessness
(FPATH), if eligible. The plan provides contact
information, identification of specialized needs, and
a five day schedule of activities that includes intake
to OCRP, medication appointment, connection
with the Department of Social and Health Services
(DSHS) benefits and Social Security Administration,
connection with Certified Peer Counselors, and
contact with other community supports to include
FHARPS and FPATH, if qualified. The plans are
created and provided to the participant, the Forensic
Navigator (FN), OCRP and other support programs as
identified prior to release from jail.

OCRP Transition Plan

The Outpatient Competency Restoration Program
(OCRP) helps restore forensic competency to
defendants in a community based setting as opposed
to an inpatient restoration setting. OCRP services
address the individual’s barriers to competency that
are identified in the individual’s competency evaluation
and assessed upon admission to the program.
OCRP is meant for individuals who are not
considered a high risk to public safety and are
likely to participate in community-based treatment.
The program accepts individuals from local jails,
restoration treatment facilities, or individuals who
have been released to the community from jail on
personal recognizance awaiting restoration, and
connects them with community-based restoration
services.

About Outpatient Competency
Restoration Program

Relaxation skills

hands-heart

Psychotropic
medication
Instruction
on courtroom
knowledge and
optimal symptom
management

chalkboard-teacher

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5
calendar

Forensic HARPS
Forensic PATH
Outpatient behavioral health
Substance use disorder treatment
Supported employment
Forensic Navigators
Client support funds
Certified Peer Counselors
Other services as needed

Connection with community supports

Participants meet with a prescriber within
five days of discharge from jail.

Medication Management

sync
Weekly status update

file-chart-pie
Behavior concern reports

Reporting

RCW 10.77.086(1)(D) states that if a defendant fails to comply with the conditions of the outpatient
restoration program, DSHS shall remove the defendant from the program and place the defendant in an
appropriate department facility for inpatient competency restoration.
OCRP and the FN work to ensure that measures are taken to keep an individual in the community
to the extent possible in which the client’s safety or safety to others is not being jeopardized possible.
Should a participant not be participating or abiding by the conditions of participation, OCRP and the
FN will employ strategies to engage the participant. (See Figure 1) If all attempts are unsuccessful, then
the OCRP Removal Protocol will be activated to place the individual in inpatient restoration treatment.
Removing an individual from OCRP is an action last resort and only happens after attempts to
engage the person in the community are unsuccessful or if a person is exhibiting risky behaviors that
immediate removal is warranted.

OCRP Removal

user-friends
Client support

shuttle-van
Transportation

Certified Peer Counselor support

Effective
communication
skills

comments

prescription

A program that ensures that an individual’s
barriers to becoming competent to proceed to trial
are assessed and being treated. The treatment
includes:

Breaking Barriers

OCRP Focus

Outpatient Competency Restoration Program (OCRP)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Participant

Forensic Navigator (FN)

Engagement efforts to include:

No

Participant
engages in
OCRP services

Yes

Removal
protocol is
triggered

OCRP works with FN to monitor
participant and enroll in
preferred outpatient treatment
(MH and/or SUD) and other
applicable outpatient services

Notifies OCRP of order and schedules intake
Notifies FHARPS if unstably housed
Notifies FPATH if on referral list
Connects participants to other
supports as needed

OCRP providers sends Weekly
Status Update Form and
Behavior Concern Reports to FN

Participant is released
from jail and follows
OCRP Transition Plan

Ordered OCRP

Competency Evaluation
is completed

OCRP Services end, and OCRP
and FN provides coordinated
transition

FN/OCRP provider
completes OCRP
Transition Plan prior to
client release

Meets with, interviews, observes the participant in jail
or community
Gathers clinical screening, housing assessmentm,
other relevant information to include service history
and potential needs.
Communicates with defense and prosecution
Completes Recommended Service Plan

Forensic Navigator (FN)

•
•

•

•

Increase contact with all involved agencies
Certified Peer Specialist
Court notification
Engage families or natural supports
Employ mobile crisis teams
Emergency medication assessment
Case staffing or consultation
Incentives
Utilize motivational interviewing techniques

Multi Agency

OCRP

DSHS

Court

•
•
•
•

Competency
Evaluation is ordered
by court

Process

Not Competent

Competency
hearing

Court may order additional
restoration period or dismiss
charges

Competent

Competency Reevaluation or
early evaluation is complete

OCRP completes
participant intake within 3
business days of release

Competency
hearing/
determination
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The total amount of time you will be in the program
can be up to 90 days for a misdemeanor or one year
for a felony.

How long does OCRP last?

outpatient mental health provider and other
services, if appropriate, to coordinate treatment.
Other service you may be referred to include:
substance use disorder treatment, Forensic HARPS
(Housing and Recovery Through Peer Services) ,
and Forensic PATH (Projects for the Transition from
Homelessness).

OCRP works with you, your Forensic Navigator,

activities to assist you in regaining competency.

OCRP provides you with individual and group

inpatient restoration facility such as Eastern State
Hospital, Western State Hospital, or a residential
treatment facility.

OCRP is a competency restoration program that
is provided in the community instead of in an

What is OCRP?

• Understand the court process.

• Be able to participate in your own defense.

• Better understand your charges.

Competency restoration is education and support
to assist people who are determined not competent
to stand trial. Competency restoration helps to:

What is competency
restoration?

My OCRP Program Contacts:

Frontier Behavioral Health

(Spokane, Adams, Stevens, Pend Oreille,
Ferry, Lincoln)

Spokane Region

Lifeline Connections

Southwest Region

(Clark, Klickitat, Skamania)

Pierce Region
Greater Lakes Mental Health

Outpatient Competency Restoration
Program (OCRP)

HCA 82-0336
(12/20)

Outpatient Competency
Restoration Program
(OCRP)
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and complete urinalysis testing as requested.

BAN Abstain from unprescribed drugs and alcohol

truck-moving Notify my Forensic Navigator and OCRP staff of
changes in your address.

prescription If prescribed, take medications as directed.

Navigator and OCRP staff.

phone Remain in contact with your Forensic

outpatient mental health, substance use
treatment, Forensic HARPS, and Forensic PATH,
if eligible.

calendar-check Attend all appointments with OCRP,

What is expected of me?

• The court feels you are appropriate to
receive competency restoration in your
community instead of an inpatient
restoration facility (Eastern State Hospital,
Western State Hospital or a residential
treatment facility).

• You have been found incompetent to stand
trial. This means the judge thinks you are not
ready to move forward with your case. The
judge also decided that you need help getting
ready for your case and signed an order of
commitment to OCRP.

• You have been arrested and charged
with a crime.

Why am I in this program?

that will require to you to go to jail or to
Western State Hospital, Eastern State Hospital
or a Residential Treatment Facility.

file-contract Receive a bench warrant issued by the court

home-heart Be sent to an inpatient restoration facility.

gavel Have to go back to court.

If you fail to adhere to the program requirements,
you will:

What happens if I don’t
participate or follow the
program expectations?

• You will be connected to providers that will
help you to be successful and stable in the
community and continue to support you in
your recovery journey.

• You will get an appointment to see a doctor
or nurse practitioner to receive a medication
assessment or medication adjustment.

• You may get support with your housing.

• You get to leave jail and stay in your own
community instead of going to an
inpatient restoration facility.

What are the benefits of OCRP?

• You may receive other supports that
may include: a phone, clothing, food,
transportation assistance.

• Housing support through Forensic HARPS.

• Peer Support.

• Receive treatment for your mental health
condition.

• Understand the court process.

• Be able to participate in your own defense.

• Better understand your charges.

How will this program help me?
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Susan Copeland, Director,
Residential Treatment Facilities (RTF), BHA/OFMHS

5/17/21

Competency Restoration –
Ramp Down of Yakima
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Phase 2 Ramp Down Plan
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Contractor: Comprehensive Health Care.
Program is 100% contracted. Facility is a multipurpose
building; DSHS uses only one POD.

24 beds – Currently capped at 21 due to COVID‐19

1500 Pacific Ave., Yakima, WA 98902
Service start date: 3‐1‐16

Yakima Residential Treatment Facility

3

Brief History:
Originally an 18‐month program. Facility was built as a county
jail for King County. Due to the waitlist for competency
restoration services growing, facility remained open past its
original closure date.
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(Trueblood Settlement Agreement, Section B.5.a,pg 19)

4

Yakima RTF will begin ramping down when class member wait times for
inpatient competency services reaches a median of 13 days or fewer
for four consecutive months, based on mature data, or no later than
December 31, 2021.

Requirements
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MEASURE DEFINITION: The
median wait time represents
the number of days from the
beginning of a period of waiting
in jail for competency services
to order completion among
orders completed in the
specified month. Includes all
inpatient competency
evaluation or restoration orders
for individuals waiting for
services in jail. The order is
completed when the individual
is admitted for inpatient
services, or when the order is
dismissed, withdrawn or when
the individual is physically
released from jail (e.g. on
personal recognizance or work
release). Includes admissions to
WSH, ESH, Maple Lane and
Yakima Residential Treatment
Facilities.
APR

JAN

OCT

JUL

APR

JAN

OCT

2018

2019

2020

Yakima ramp down will begin if median wait
time is 13 days or less for four consecutive
CALENDAR YEAR
months.
0
APR

JAN

2021

OCT

JUL

OCT

Maple Lane to close no later than 7/1/2024
Maple Lane ramp down will begin if median wait time is 9 days or less
for four consecutive months.

2022

JAN

10

Yakima to close no later than 12/31/2021

APR

20

39.0 Inpatient Evaluations

JUL

30.5
30

43.0 Inpatient Restorations

OCT

33.0

JUL

42.5 OVERALL MEDIAN (All Inpatient)

2023

JAN

40
35.0

APR

50

JUL

60

OCT

70

2024

JAN

80

APR

DATA SOURCE: BHA Forensic
Data System; August 2018
through April 2021.

JUL

Median number of days from court order signature for inpatient competency services to hospital admission or order completion

Closure of Maple Lane and Yakima Residential Treatment Facilities
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JUL

• Closure announcement issued – 6/30/21
• Admission planning – establish an end date for intakes by 8/30/21
• First 90‐day orders – stop intake by 8/31/21
• Second 90‐day orders – stop intake by 9/15/21
• Transfer planning – reserve and allocate beds for closure 10/1/21
• 45‐day orders – stop intake by 11/1/21
• Transfer of patient deadline – 12/13/21
• Final move out – 12/27/21

Action Plan: Key Events

6
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Aug 21

Sep 21

Nov 21

Dec 31, 2021
Closure of Yakima RTF

Phase 2 Preliminary Implementation Plan

Dec 31, 2021

Dec 27, 2021
Final Move Out ‐ Comprehensive

Dec 21

Dec 13, 2021
Transfer of Patients Deadline

Nov 1, 2021
45 day order ‐ Nonacceptance

Sep 15, 2021
2nd 90 day order ‐ Nonacceptance

Oct 21

7/1/21 ‐ 12/31/21

Oct 1, 2021
Transfer Planning begins

Aug
31,28,
2021
Aug
2021
1st 90‐day orders ‐ Nonacceptance

Jun 30, 2021
4.5.a ‐ Facility equipment plan
received from Comprehensive

Jul 1, 2021

Jun 30, 2021
4.5.a ‐ Closure Announcement Issued

Aug 30, 2021
Admission Planning Begins

Oct 1, 2021
Closure Press Statement Release

7
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Questions?

8
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Thank you!

9
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Implementation Update

May 17, 2021

General Advisory Committee
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To join the Trueblood listserv, please email truebloodtaskforce@dshs.wa.gov

For more information about Trueblood vs. DSHS, access to Court Monitor
monthly reports, and one‐pagers that describe the programs and services of
Trueblood in more detail, please go to:
https://www.dshs.wa.gov/bha/trueblood‐et‐al‐v‐washington‐state‐dshs

The state is currently in Phase 1 of implementation, which covers the Pierce,
Spokane, and Southwest regions.

The Contempt Settlement Agreement outlines an array of services intended
to better deliver the right care, at the right time, to the right people and
reduce the number of people who become or remain class members.

Trueblood Contempt Settlement
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All evaluators have been hired and all vacant positions filled
•

Required to hire 18 evaluators by June 30, 2021

Hire Additional Evaluators
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Process Improvements:
• OCRP infographic flyer
• Partner outreach to courts
• Removal review and
findings
• Training

Phase 2 collaboration:
• Infographic
• Two representatives from King County courts on OCRP Workgroup

Program Activity:
• 34 individuals ordered to OCRP
since 7/1/2020

OCRP is a community‐based competency restoration service that criminal courts can
order as an alternative to facility‐based competency restoration. OCRP includes
assessment of barriers to competency, psychoeducational programming, medication
management, competency evaluation and referral to other supports (ex: behavioral
health services, residential supports) as needed.

Outpatient Competency Restoration
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As of 5/5/2021:
Total cases worked: 977
People discharged: 831
People active: 130

Average FN caseloads:
Overall: 14.44
Pierce: 17
Southwest: 12
Spokane: 17

Note: People may be counted
more than once.

Highest caseload to date: 31

The primary goals of the FN program is to assess clients’ suitability for the
Outpatient Competency Restoration Program. Forensic navigators help guide,
support and advocate for their clients as they undergo competency services
or transition into the community. Forensic navigators serve as officers of the
courts, interim case managers, and community liaisons who help clients while
they are involved with the criminal court system. They also offer coordinated
transitions and warm handoffs to suitable community resources.

Forensic Navigators
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Yakima RTF will begin ramp
down when class member
wait times for inpatient
competency services
reaches a median of 13 days
or fewer for four
consecutive months, based
on mature data, or no later
than December 31, 2021.

• Issue closure announcement by
6/30/21
• Admission planning; establish an end
date for intakes by 8/30/21
• First 90‐day orders; stop intake by
8/30/21
• Second 90‐day orders; stop intake by
9/15/21
• Transfer planning; reserve and allocate
beds for closure by 10/1/21
• 45‐day orders; stop intake by 11/1/21
• Transfer of patient deadline is 12/13/21
• Final move out by 12/27/21

(Trueblood Contempt
Settlement Agreement,
Section B.5.a, page 19)

Requirements:

Action Plan: Key Events

Ramp Down of Maple Lane & Yakima
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JUL

APR

JAN

OCT

JUL

APR

JAN

OCT

2018

2020

APR

JAN

2021

JAN

JUL

OCT

2023

2024

MEASURE DEFINITION: The median wait time represents the number of days from the beginning of a period of waiting in jail for competency services to
order completion among orders completed in the specified month. Includes all inpatient competency evaluation or restoration orders for individuals
waiting for services in jail. The order is completed when the individual is admitted for inpatient services, or when the order is dismissed, withdrawn or
when the individual is physically released from jail (e.g. on personal recognizance or work release). Includes admissions to WSH, ESH, Maple Lane and
Yakima Residential Treatment Facilities.

2022

APR

Maple Lane ramp down will begin if median wait time is 9 days or
less for four consecutive months.
OCT

DATA SOURCE: BHA Forensic Data System; August 2018 through March 2021.

2019

10 Yakima ramp down will begin if median wait
time is 13 days or less for four consecutive
months.
CALENDAR YEAR
0

Maple Lane to close no later than 7/1/2024

JUL

20

Yakima to close no later than 12/31/2021

OCT

30.5
30

39.0 Inpatient Evaluations

JAN

33.0

43.0 Inpatient Restorations

APR

40
35.0

JUL

42.5 OVERALL MEDIAN (All Inpatient)

JUL

50

OCT

60

JAN

70

APR

80

JUL

Median number of days from court order signature for inpatient competency services to hospital admission or order completion

Closure of Maple Lane and Yakima Residential Treatment Facilities
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New 16‐bed facility will address the needs of individuals experiencing
behavioral health crisis while aiding in the decrease of arrests, reduce
incarcerations, and unneeded hospitalizations.

The anticipated construction using a Department of Commerce capital
contract had a completion date of July 2021, but was pushed back to mid‐
August 2021 secondary to COVID‐19 complications.

In order to address this delay, HCA, DSHS and the Department of Commerce
continues to meet with both the Spokane crisis committee and with Pioneer
Human Services providing input with a focus on supporting efforts of staff
hiring, licensure approval and communication and educational outreach for
the region.

•

•

•

The state is increasing overall capacity for crisis stabilization units and/or
triage facilities by 16 beds in the Spokane Region. These beds are designated
to address both urban and rural needs of the region.

Crisis Bed Capacity
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•

•

Contracted facilities report law enforcement referrals by region Q3‐Jan‐March 2021

– Accepting individuals referred by police, drop‐offs, or on police holds.
– Providing behavioral health assessments, stabilization of crisis related symptoms, respite
care, activities of daily living; showering, feeding and washing clothes.
– Referral to aftercare and follow‐up care services to include financial and housing
supports.

Trueblood‐contracted residential treatment facilities certified to provide crisis triage
or crisis stabilization level care. This level of care designed to reduce arrests,
hospitalizations and detainments also includes the following:

Funding has been provided to enhance four facilities in the Phase 1 regions.
Examples include physical/environment changes to accommodate a more
acute population, additional workforce/salary, infrastructure improvements
(technology/medical equipment), and programmatic supplies.

Crisis Enhancements
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•

•
•

•

Success story

– Virtual presentations will be held on May 18 and May 20 to provide Forensic HARPS
programmatic information to interested King County licensed behavioral health
agencies.
– The RFI process will help determine which licensed behavioral health agencies are
interested in contracting with the HCA for Forensic HARPS teams and how many teams
there will be in the King Region. The budget supports up to four (4) Forensic HARPS
teams to serve the entire King Region.

FHARPS teams continue to leverage as many housing types and resources as
possible to offer enrolled participants choice in housing.
Forensic HARPS Phase 1 regions are fully funded for the next contract year.
There is currently a Request For Information (RFI) in King County.

Forensic Housing and Recovery through Peer Services (FHARPS) teams
provide supportive housing services and subsidies through the evidence‐
based Permanent Supportive Housing model. This model focuses on
participant choice in housing and household composition. Teams are staffed
with people who have lived experience with behavioral health challenges.

Forensic HARPS
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Dr. Russel Berq shares the impact of having a safe, private place to live on
DESC’s formerly homeless clients. Please view this two‐minute video when
you are able:

•

https://vimeo.com/528589924?eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=01affe54‐cc35‐4038‐907a‐
2f46c7509f33

HCA/DBHR is currently working with the national Technical Assistance Center
on the development of a discharge planners toolkit. This toolkit will assist
crisis stabilization facilities to determine which programs and services people
are eligible for and will connect them to upon discharge.

•

There are five crisis stabilization facilities in the Phase 1 regions that
are contracted to provide short‐term housing vouchers. People exiting
one of these facilities who are experiencing homelessness are eligible
to utilize these vouchers.

Crisis Emergency Vouchers
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•

•

•

•

•

HCA contracts MCR services directly with the Behavioral Health Administrative
Service Organizations (BH‐ASO).
Trueblood funds were provided to the regions to enhance existing services to
increase timeliness of responses and support diversion efforts through
collaboration with law enforcement and co‐responders.
Enhancement funds requested by the regions were designated to increase
MCR workforce staffing and coverage hours, boost staff retention, and
improve communication, outreach and coordination.
MCR service providers in all regions are continuing to provide education to law
enforcement and other first responders in their urban and rural communities
on how to access their services.
HCA continues to work with BH‐ASOs to receive timely error‐free data.

Mobile crisis response teams have been enhanced in the Phase 1 regions
including new MCR services region‐wide and 24/7. MCR teams provide
community‐based support and offer crisis stabilization services to people
experiencing a behavioral health emergency.

Mobile Crisis Response (MCR)
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Activity
Execute Contract
Develop Survey
WSIRB Approval
Final Research Plan
Implement Survey
Id MH Agencies
Reconcile Data
Data Analysis
Preliminary Review
Draft Report
Final Report

Start
End
5/18/2020 7/8/2020
6/4/2020 8/25/2020
7/15/2020 9/4/2020
6/1/2020 9/30/2020
7/30/2020 2/7/2021
10/22/2020 1/20/2021
1/21/2021 2/7/2021
2/9/2021 5/15/2021
2/8/2021 3/26/2021
3/1/2021 5/30/2021
6/1/2021 6/30/2021

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

WASPC provides grants to the phased regions to develop and
deploy Mental Health Field Response Teams.
• WASPC is on track to open up additional grants later this
month.
• Work is underway to complete the co‐responder gap analysis;
the report will publish by the end of this phase.
• Gap analysis timeline:

Co‐Responders
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•

•

•

Forensic PATH teams continue to provide targeted outreach and engagement
to eligible people.
• Specific focus is on outreaching to people with 4+ competency evaluation
orders in the last two years who are homeless.
• Also reaching out to people with multiple competency orders in rural
areas.
Teams continue to participate in regional meetings to improve care
coordination across all of the Trueblood elements.
MCOs and BHASOs receive the lists for care coordination purposes.

Forensic Projects for the Assistance in Transitions from Homelessness (FPATH)
is a targeted outreach program that works to connect eligible persons with
community‐based programs including behavioral health, substance use
disorder treatment, medical, housing, and other relevant services. Eligible
individuals have been referred to two or more criminal competency
evaluations in the past 24 months. The program works with individuals who
are experiencing homelessness, as well as individuals who are housed, in
hopes of diverting them from the criminal court system.

Forensic PATH
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•

•

•

•

HCA providing ongoing technical support with data collection; addresses
challenges with data collection as they arise.
Forensic PATH phase 1 regions have been fully funded for the next contract
year.
Currently there is a Request For Information (RFI) in King County.
• Virtual presentations will be held on May 18 and May 20 to provide
programmatic information on Forensic PATH
• The RFI Process will help to determine which licensed behavioral health
providers in King County are interested in providing Forensic PATH
services. If not enough providers are identified through this process, the
Health Care Authority will outreach additional providers in the region
Success story

Forensic PATH cont.
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•

•

•

•

40‐hour CIT for law enforcement officers is available
• Due to COVID‐19 impacts the court approved a motion for a one‐year time
extension
8‐hour CIT for corrections is in the final stages of scheduling
• Roughly 12 classes available as live online trainings through June 2021
8‐hour CIT for 911 dispatchers is available
• One four‐hour block is self‐paced; the second four‐hour block is a live training
• Seven classes available through June 2021
8‐hour CIT in‐service classes are available to all law enforcement
• More than 60 courses available as live online trainings between February‐June 2021

The Washington State Criminal Justice Training Commission has provided Crisis
Intervention Team (CIT) training for the Pierce, Southwest, and Spokane regions. The
eight‐hour CIT class for dispatchers was converted to a four‐hour self‐paced course,
then a four‐hour live training. The eight‐hour CIT class for corrections officers was
converted to an online platform and was made available to all corrections officers in
the Phase 1 regions. The CJTC is continuing to offer the 40‐hour CIT course to 25% of
peace officers for each agency in these regions.

Crisis Intervention Training
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DSHS continues to provide support for jail‐based competency evaluations to be
completed via video conferencing.

24 jails (including county, city and Tribal jails) are now using video conferencing to
complete an average of 120 competency evaluations per month.

•

•

• Conducting monthly training webinars that are available to all city, county and
Tribal jails statewide;
• Inviting jail staff to submit questions or requests for technical assistance to us
via our JTA mailbox at jailassistance@dshs.wa.gov; and
• Maintaining a website www.dshs.wa.gov/bha/office‐forensic‐mental‐health‐
services/jail‐technical‐assistance‐program with information and resources
related to jail technical assistance, including past presentations.

DSHS’ Jail Technical Assistance program provides training and information
to jails across the state to support jail staff in working effectively with
persons who suffer from mental illness. Among other things our services
include:

Technical Assistance to Jails
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•
•

•

•

The overview of the continuing education training modules for IBHL continues to be
available to all certified peer counselors employed on Trueblood‐funded service teams.
Laying the foundation for the creation of the DEI continuing education course.
Peer support and recovery technical assistance continues to be offered to DSHS/BHA,
HCA , Forensic PATH, Forensic HARPS, and Outpatient Competency Restoration Teams.

• Focusing on maximizing the learning experience for online learners, collecting
content, resources and visual assets to enhance the virtual presentation and
encourage learner engagement.
• The online training is being built using advanced e‐learning software,
coordinating content narration, ensuring accessibility for all users and then
providing content to communications for review and approval and
coordination with IT.

Creation of a virtual version of “The Intersection of Behavioral Heath and the Law
(IBHL)” curriculum is underway.

The Enhanced Peer Support continuing education program provides
continuing education training on the intersection between behavioral health
and the criminal court system for Washington state certified peer counselors.

Enhanced Peer Support
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Work is underway to prepare the required “One‐Time Report” that is due
to the Legislature in June 2021.
• This report will describe the workforce needs to successfully support each
of the programs within the Contempt Settlement Agreement.
• This report will provide short‐, medium‐, and long term recommendations
for the next 10 years at low, medium and high costs.
• In addition, a separate “Second Annual Report” regarding the forensic
behavioral health workforce needs is being prepared for submission to the
Legislature this June.

•

For the Trueblood Contempt Settlement Agreement to be successful, our
state must cultivate a very specialized kind of workforce that includes social
work, psychology, psychiatry, nursing, law enforcement, housing and other
professionals to work together at what we call “The Intersection of Behavioral
Health and the Law.” DSHS’ Workforce Development program is charged with
studying the needs for this specialized workforce, and helping to develop
strategies that promote an adequate and skilled workforce.

Workforce Development
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Residential Supports and
the Trueblood Contempt
Settlement Agreement

Residential supports, also known as supportive housing,
connects people with housing of their choice. Subsidies
are available to help with application fees, security
deposits, and short-term rental assistance. Services to
help people obtain and maintain housing accompanies
the housing subsidies. Housing may be in one building,
known as project-based housing, or could be in a variety
of settings, often called scattered-site housing.

Homelessness is traumatic and cyclical, and can be a
significant barrier to receiving services, including services
for behavioral health conditions.

About Residential Supports

Quarterly Implementation Status Report - September 2021
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82-0335 (11/20)

The state is developing the residential supports program
using a model called Forensic Housing and Recovery
through Peer Services, or the FHARPS program.

As part of the Trueblood Contempt Settlement
Agreement, a person may be eligible for residential
supports if they are participating in the Outpatient
Competency Restoration Program (OCRP), crisis
stabilization, or intensive case management services
and determined to be unstably housed or homeless.

Connect families and individuals
to services and supports in the
community

Health care

Employment

Education

Income/
benefits

Help resolve issues that may
threaten housing stability, including
conflicts with landlords

Child care

• Connecting participants with short-term housing
vouchers and support upon entry into OCRP, crisis
triage and stabilization facilities, and the intensive
case management program.
• Coordinating with the Washington State Department
of Commerce to leverage existing housing resources
such as local coordinated entry, deed recording fees,
and housing and essential needs for longer-term
subsidies.
• Flexible and engaging services that promote recovery,
connection with the community, housing choice,
employment, and health.

Case management

• Supportive services provided by
individuals who have experienced
behavioral health issues and have
received specialized training (also
known as certified peer counselors).

Peer support

FHARPS focuses on:

...and/or rent and
utilities

Length of assistance
varies but often 4 to 6
months

Build relationships
with landlords to have
access to as many
housing units as
possible

Find and secure
housing as quickly as
possible after a person
or family becomes
homeless

Limit the time a family
or individual spends
homeless. The goal is
to move people into
housing within 30 days

• Building strong relationships with landlords.
• Finding and securing housing as quickly as possible.

Housing identification

Pay for security
deposits, move-in
expenses...

• Matching participants to appropriate housing,
ensuring the person or household has a choice in their
housing.

Rent and move assistance

Trueblood Contempt Settlement Agreement | Rent and moving assistance
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Forensic
Navigator (FN)
assigned by FN
Administrator

Assigned FN calls FHARPS
same day; submits referral
form via email/fax to
FHARPS then confirms
receipt of form

Provider

DSHS

Court

Legend

Court enters order
directing participant to
undergo a competency
evaluation

FHARPS provides
placement address to FN
within two business days
of referral to FHARPS

Do not refer to FHARPS

No

FN
assesses
client. Client
is homeless or
unstably
housed

Participant choice in housing and housing composition is critical to their stability
and success.

It is estimated that nearly 40 percent of individuals identified as class members in
the Trueblood Contempt Settlement Agreement are homeless or unstably housed. It
is further estimated that an even higher percentage of people who are ordered into
OCRP or are considered high utilizers of the criminal court system will be identified
as homeless or unstably housed. The Health Care Authority, which manages OCRP
and FHARPS, recognize the importance of identifying appropriate housing for people
ordered to participate in OCRP.

Process

Yes

Do not refer to FHARPS

No

The
court determines
if the individual is not
competent and clinically
appropriate for
OCRP

Assigned FN calls FHARPS
and OCRP programs to
inform of court outcome

Notifies FHARPS of the
court packet being sent
and refers any FPATH
eligible clients

RSP includes a master
lease address with caveat
language

Assigned FN
provides court with
client information
and placement
address

Yes

Screening tool, Clinical
Factor Screening,
Recommended Services
Plan (RSP) go to the court.

To learn more, visit:
www.dshs.wa.gov/bha/trueblood-et-al-v-washington-state-dshs.

Yes

The following process map describes the plan for identifying and accessing
appropriate housing for people who are homeless or unstably housed. This plan also
includes a menu of options that FHARPS teams will utilize in order to match people
with the housing resources that best fit their immediate and long-term needs.
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DSHS | Facilities, Finance, and Analytics Administration | Research and Data Analysis Division ● JUNE 2021

June 2021

Research and Data Analysis Division

Alice Huber, PhD  David Mancuso, PhD

Trueblood Implementation Evaluation
Early Initial Findings

1
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• Quantitative evaluation of specific
Settlement Agreement activities, where
feasible (no earlier than March 2022)

• Measuring region‐wide effects on
behavioral health access and social outcome
metrics (no earlier than March 2022)

• Measuring region‐wide effects on referral
volume and state‐wide impact on timeliness

• Monitoring and reporting on program
enrollment (ongoing)

DSHS | Facilities, Finance, and Analytics Administration | Research and Data Analysis Division ● JUNE 2021

Quantitative
Evaluation

Measuring Effects

Monitoring/
Monitoring
Reporting

RDA Quantitative Evaluation Activities

2
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FEB MAR APR MAY JUN

MAR 1, 2020

JUL

AUG

JUL 1, 2020

SEP

OCT NOV DEC

Outpatient Competency
Restoration Program

FEB MAR APR MAY JUN

2021
JAN

JUL 1, 2020

MAR 1, 2020

Forensic PATH

Forensic Navigator Program

Forensic HARPS

DSHS | Facilities, Finance, and Analytics Administration | Research and Data Analysis Division ● JUNE 2021

OCT NOV DEC

JAN

SEP

JUL

AUG

2020

2019

DEC 1, 2019

Crisis Housing
Vouchers

• Outpatient Competency Restoration Program enrolled 17 persons

• Crisis Housing Vouchers issued to 64 individuals

• Forensic PATH enrolled 102 individuals

• Forensic HARPS enrolled 319 individuals

• Forensic Navigators assigned to 531 persons

As of December 31, 2020….

Trueblood Implementation Program Enrollment

3
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• Most Trueblood Implementation programs started by July 2020,
although many were still ramping up

Initial tests of statistical significance of impacts in the first 9 months
of full implementation (July 2020 through March 2021)

Interrupted Time Series Analysis comparing Trueblood Phase One
counties to the Balance of the State

• Statewide trend in referral volume
• Arrest rates and COVID
• Referrals in Phase One regions versus balance of the state
 Referral Rate per 100,000 adult (18‐64) residents
 Normed referral data

Evaluation and Restoration Referrals

Region‐wide Impact of Trueblood Implementation
on Competency Referral Volume

4
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NOTES: 1. Total Competency evaluation referrals includes jail, inpatient, and personal recognizance (PR) based competency evaluations. The data also include Pierce
County Evaluation Panel data from January 2016 to June 2019. 2. Total Competency restoration referrals includes inpatient referrals to state hospitals and other
competency restoration facilities and the outpatient competency restoration program which began July 1, 2020 in Trueblood phase one regions. 3. Multiple
competency orders for the same individual that overlap in time are counted once.
DATA SOURCE: FES modules in Cache database (WSH), MILO database (ESH), Pierce County, and the Forensic Data System (FDS).
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DATA SOURCES: DSHS Research and Data Analysis Division, Client Outcomes Database and Washington State Patrol Arrest Database, FES modules in Cache database
(WSH), MILO database (ESH), Pierce County,

NOTES: . 1. Total Competency evaluation referrals includes jail, inpatient, and personal recognizance (PR) based competency evaluations. The data also includes Pierce
County Evaluation Panel data from January 2016 to June 2019 . 2. Total Competency restoration referrals includes inpatient referrals to state hospitals, other
competency restoration facilities and the outpatient competency restoration program which began July 1, 2020 in Trueblood phase one regions 3. Multiple
competency orders for the same individual that overlap in time are counted once.
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NOTES: 1. Rate of referral is based on the adult (18‐64) population in the region. Includes jail, inpatient, and personal recognizance (PR) based competency evaluations.
The data also includes Pierce County Evaluation Panel data from January 2016 to June 2019. 2. Multiple competency orders for the same individual that overlap in time
are counted once. 3. Data from March to June 2020, during the worst of the pandemic shut‐down were excluded from the Interrupted Time Series Analysis.
DATA SOURCES DSHS Behavioral Health Administration’s Forensic Data System (FDS).

Phase One Counties = Adams, Clark, Ferry, Klickitat, Lincoln, Pierce, Pend Oreille, Skamania, Spokane, Stevens.
Comparison Counties = Balance of the state.
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NOTES: 1. Includes jail, inpatient, and personal recognizance (PR) based competency evaluations. The data also includes Pierce County Evaluation Panel data from
January 2016 to July 2019. 2. Multiple competency orders for the same individual that overlap in time are counted once. 3. Data from March to June 2020, during the
worst of the pandemic shut‐down were excluded from the Interrupted Time Series Analysis.
DATA SOURCES DSHS Behavioral Health Administration’s Forensic Data System (FDS).

Phase One Counties = Adams, Clark, Ferry, Klickitat, Lincoln, Pierce, Pend Oreille, Skamania, Spokane, Stevens.
Comparison Counties = Balance of the state.
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NOTES: 1. Rate of referral is based on the adult (18‐64) population in the region. Includes first restoration orders for inpatient admission to state hospitals, other
competency restoration facilities and the Outpatient Competency Restoration Program which began July 1, 2020 in Trueblood phase one regions. Excludes orders for
subsequent periods of restoration. 2. Multiple competency orders for the same individual that overlap in time are counted once. 3. Data from March to June 2020, during
the worst of the pandemic shut‐down were excluded from the Interrupted Time Series Analysis.
DATA SOURCES DSHS Behavioral Health Administration’s Forensic Data System (FDS).

Phase One Counties = Adams, Clark, Ferry, Klickitat, Lincoln, Pierce, Pend Oreille, Skamania, Spokane, Stevens.
Comparison Counties = Balance of the state.
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NOTES: 1. Includes first restoration orders for inpatient referrals to state hospitals, other competency restoration facilities and the Outpatient Competency Restoration
Program which began July 1, 2020 in Trueblood phase one regions. Excludes orders for subsequent periods of restoration. 2. Multiple competency orders for the same
individual that overlap in time are counted once. 3. Data from March to June 2020, during the worst of the pandemic shut‐down were excluded from the Interrupted Time
Series Analysis.
DATA SOURCES DSHS Behavioral Health Administration’s Forensic Data System (FDS).
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• 40 additional beds at WSH opened February 2021 (E3 and E4)

• 50 additional beds at ESH opened June 2020 (1N3) and August 2020 (3N3)

• COVID impacts on admission policies

Timely admission to an Inpatient Facility for individuals waiting in jail
for inpatient competency services

• As of February 8, 2021 all 74 FTE‐equivalent evaluator positions were filled,
including the 18 new positions required by the Settlement Agreement.

Timely completion of Competency Evaluations for individuals waiting
in jail

Other factors influencing wait‐times

Statewide Impact of Trueblood Implementation
on Wait‐times and Substantial Compliance

11
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DATA SOURCE: FES modules in Cache database (WSH) and MILO database (ESH) and the Forensic Data System as of August 1, 2018.
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Timely response to Trueblood class member court orders

Competency Evaluation Orders
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DATA SOURCE: FES modules in Cache database (WSH) and MILO database (ESH) and the Forensic Data System as of August 1, 2018.
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Timely response to Trueblood class member court orders
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MEASURE DEFINITION: The median wait time represents the number of days from the beginning of a period of waiting in jail for competency services to
order completion among orders completed in the specified month. Includes all inpatient competency evaluation or restoration orders for individuals
waiting for services in jail. The order is completed when the individual is admitted for inpatient services, or when the order is dismissed, withdrawn or
when the individual is physically released from jail (e.g. on personal recognizance or work release). Includes admissions to WSH, ESH, Maple Lane and
Yakima Residential Treatment Facilities.

DATA SOURCE: BHA Forensic Data System; August 2018 through March 2021.
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Timely response to Trueblood class member court orders

Inpatient Competency Orders
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• Substantial compliance with timeliness requirements not yet
achieved

 Inpatient Orders

 Trueblood (in‐jail)

• No significant program impacts for other sub‐populations

• No change in rate of referrals for competency restorations

• Small decrease in rate of referrals for competency evaluations in
Phase One counties (.89 decrease in the rate per 100,000 residents,
not significant p>.05)

Based on First 9 months of Program Implementation
• Current trends are likely influenced by COVID more than Trueblood‐
focused interventions at this time.

Early Initial Findings

15
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 Impacts on behavioral health access and social outcome
metrics ‐ available no sooner than March 2022

 Subsequent tests of statistical significance of Year One
Impacts on Competency Referral volume ‐ available Fall 2021

• Additional RDA Quantitative Evaluation Activities

• Continue to monitor wait‐times for inpatient services

 Enrollment will need to increase for a number of the programs
to have the intended impact on referral volume, particularly F‐
PATH and OCRP enrollment

• Continue to monitor Trueblood Implementation program
enrollment

Next Steps

16
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Deputy Director, Research and Data Analysis Division
DSHS Facilities, Finance and Analytics Administration
alice.huber@dshs.wa.gov

CONTACT:
Alice Huber, PhD  360.902.0707

uestions
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Quarterly Implementation Status Report – Sept. 2021
ATTACHMENT O

Implementation Update

August 16, 2021

General Advisory Committee
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To join the Trueblood listserv, please email truebloodtaskforce@dshs.wa.gov

For more information about Trueblood vs. DSHS, access to Court Monitor
monthly reports, and one‐pagers that describe the programs and services of
Trueblood in more detail, please go to:
https://www.dshs.wa.gov/bha/trueblood‐et‐al‐v‐washington‐state‐dshs

The state is currently in Phase 2 of implementation, which covers the King
region.

The Contempt Settlement Agreement outlines an array of services intended
to better deliver the right care, at the right time, to the right people and
reduce the number of people who become or remain class members.

Trueblood Contempt Settlement
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Note: Numbers in this slide will not align with quarterly SAR data due to differences in timelines and may not de‐duplicate individuals.

• As of 7/22/2021, 39 people have been ordered into OCRP (33 enrolled).
• HCA is conducting outreach to potential contractors in King County.
• HCA and DSHS are working together to examine if OCRP can be appropriate for
people coming from state hospitals or RTFs on 2nd competency orders.
• Although 17 people have been removed (6 were never enrolled) from OCRP due to
non‐compliance, new charges or death, removals appear to have plateaued. The
program has only experienced one removal since April 2021.
• Program continues to meet with courts to encourage use of OCRP.

OCRP is a community‐based competency restoration service that criminal courts can
order as an alternative to facility‐based competency restoration. OCRP includes
assessment of barriers to competency, psychoeducational programming, medication
management, competency evaluation and referral to other supports (i.e. behavioral
health services, residential supports) as needed.

Outpatient Competency Restoration
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Average FN caseloads:
Overall: 17.13
Pierce: 19.03
Southwest: 13
Spokane: 17.6

Note: People may be counted
more than once.

Highest caseload to date: 31

Note: Numbers in this slide will not align with quarterly SAR data due to differences in timelines and may not de‐duplicate individuals.

As of 7/20/2021:
Total cases worked: 1232
People discharged: 1092
People active: 137

The primary goals of the FN program is to assess clients’ suitability for the Outpatient
Competency Restoration Program. Forensic navigators help guide, support and
advocate for their clients as they undergo competency services or transition into the
community. Forensic navigators serve as officers of the courts, interim case managers,
and community liaisons who help clients while they are involved with the criminal
court system. They also offer coordinated transitions and warm handoffs to suitable
community resources.

Forensic Navigators
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Action Plan: Key Events for YCRC
• Due to contract negotiations Admissions
were stopped on 6/24/21
• On 6/30/21 Comprehensive Health Care
turned in their Notice of termination for
convenience
• On 7/1/21 13 patients were identified for
placement at different locations
• Transfer planning; reserve and allocate beds
for closure by 7/30/21
• Notifications were sent out 7/2/21
• Last patient was transferred out of the
program on 7/26/21
• Program will remain open through 8/13/21
for clean up and closure of resident records

(Trueblood Contempt
Settlement Agreement, Section
B.5.b, page 19)

Requirements for ML:
Maple Lane RTF will begin ramp
down when class member wait
times for inpatient competency
services reaches a median of 9
days or fewer for four
consecutive months, based on
mature data, or no later than
July 1, 2024.

Ramp Down of Yakima & Maple Lane
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MEASURE DEFINITION: The median wait time represents the number of days from the beginning of a period of waiting in jail for competency services to
order completion among orders completed in the specified month. Includes all inpatient competency evaluation or restoration orders for individuals
waiting for services in jail. The order is completed when the individual is admitted for inpatient services, or when the order is dismissed, withdrawn or
when the individual is physically released from jail (e.g. on personal recognizance or work release). Includes admissions to WSH, ESH, Maple Lane and
Yakima Residential Treatment Facilities.

DATA SOURCE: BHA Forensic Data System; August 2018 through May 2021.
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Closure of Maple Lane and Yakima Residential Treatment Facilities
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•

•

•

This postponement resulted in the Court scheduling a special hearing to
discuss the 16‐bed delay.

– Efforts include providing technical assistance with staff hiring, licensure approval,
contracting, operational funding, and communication and education outreach to the
community.

With support from the Governor’s Office to address this delay, the
following state agencies; DSHS, DOH, the Department of Commerce, and
HCA are meeting weekly with Spokane County and Pioneer Human
Services to safeguard against any additional delays.

Due to construction delays and complications of COVID‐19, the original
agreed completion date of July 1, 2021 was pushed back to early October
2021.

The state increased overall capacity for crisis stabilization units and/or triage
facilities in the Spokane Region by adding 16 beds.

Crisis Bed Capacity
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On July 22, 2021 HCA received notification that Columbia River Behavioral Health will be closing Elahan Place

Services for 2022 and forward will be incorporated in the regional Behavioral Health
Administrative Service Organizations (BH‐ASO).

Enhancements allowed these facilities a greater ability to support individuals
experiencing behavioral health crisis’s and address their symptoms.

Contracted facilities include: Recovery Response ‐ Pierce, Lifeline Connections & Elahan
Place – Southwest, and Frontier Behavioral Health‐ Spokane.

During Phase 1 HCA was able to contract with four facilities to support efforts to divert
arrest and reduce the need for unneeded hospitalization by providing funding to
enhance their facility.

Funding has been provided to enhance four facilities in the Phase 1 regions. Examples
include physical/environment changes to accommodate a more acute population,
additional workforce/salary, infrastructure improvements (technology/medical
equipment), and programmatic supplies.

Crisis Enhancements
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•

•

•

HCA sent out letters of support to all the FHARPS leads regarding master leasing and
held meetings with multiple providers in Phase 1 regions to discuss these projects.
Two of the four providers have begun discussions with interested landlords to work on
starting at least one master leasing project in their region(s).
HCA has met with multiple agencies in King County to discuss contracting possibilities
as we plan for expansion to King County in 2022.

Forensic Housing and Recovery through Peer Services (FHARPS) teams provide supportive
housing services and subsidies through the evidence‐based Permanent Supportive Housing
model. This model focuses on participant choice in housing and household composition.
Teams are staffed with people who have lived experience with behavioral health
challenges.

Forensic HARPS
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An unstably housed person began working with FHARPS a little
over six months ago. He was ready to begin making positive
changes in his life, and chose to use temporary housing subsidies
to obtain clean and sober housing. He started out with a single
goal of getting his GED and went beyond that. He is now getting
ready to graduate from college with a degree in Mechanics. This
client also expressed an interest in aiding others in their recovery
and continues to teach and facilitate recovery groups and help
out with various other jobs at a local recovery house.

Success Story

Forensic HARPS cont.
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All of the Phase 1 Emergency Housing Voucher contracts (renewals) are signed and
executed.

Automated data validation will begin for each of these facilities this month; this will
improve data quality.

•

•

*Elahan Place provided notice on 7/22/21 that they intend to close.

HCA/DBHR worked with the national Technical Assistance Center on the development
of a discharge planners toolkit. The toolkit was rolled out to each of the crisis
stabilization facilities on 7/26/21 and will aid them in determining which
programs/services people are eligible for as well as aid them in connecting individuals
to those services upon discharge.

•

There were five crisis stabilization facilities* in the Phase 1 regions that were contracted to
provide short‐term housing vouchers. People exiting one of these facilities who are
experiencing homelessness are eligible to utilize these vouchers.

Crisis Emergency Vouchers
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•

•

•

•

HCA continues its work with the Phase I BH‐ASOs to receive timely, error‐free data.

HCA contracts MCR services directly with the Behavioral Health Administrative
Service Organizations (BH‐ASO).
Funds requested by the regions through Trueblood were designated to increase
MCR workforce staffing and coverage hours, boost staff retention, and improve
timeliness response, support diversion efforts and facilitate communication and
collaboration with law enforcement and other first responders.
MCR service providers in all regions are continuing to provide ongoing education
to law enforcement and other first responders in their urban and rural
communities on how to access their services.

Mobile crisis response teams have been enhanced in the Phase 1 regions
including expanding services region wide and providing 24/7 coverage. MCR
teams provide community‐based support and offer crisis stabilization services
to people experiencing a behavioral health emergency.

Mobile Crisis Response (MCR)
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•

•

•

Forensic PATH teams continue to provide targeted outreach and engagement
to eligible people.
• Specific focus is on outreaching to people who are homeless with four‐
plus competency evaluation orders in the last two years.
• Also reaching out to people with multiple competency orders in rural
areas.
Teams continue to participate in regional meetings to improve care
coordination across all of the Trueblood elements.
MCOs and BHASOs receive client lists for care coordination purposes.

Forensic Projects for the Assistance in Transitions from Homelessness (FPATH) is a
targeted outreach program that works to connect eligible persons with
community‐based programs including behavioral health, substance use disorder
treatment, medical, housing, and other relevant services. Eligible individuals have
been referred to two or more criminal competency evaluations in the past 24
months. The program works with individuals who are experiencing homelessness,
as well as individuals who are housed, in hopes of diverting them from the
criminal court system.

Forensic PATH
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•

•

•

HCA IT is working directly with providers to correct errors in their data trackers
prior to data automation in the coming months.
• Individualized support provided includes improving practices around data
entry, as well as fixing specific issues on a provider’s tracker.
Working with Forensic PATH providers, HCA will create “best practices” around
outreach, engagement, and enrollment, as well as when to exit someone from the
program.
Currently in the process of reaching out to service providers in the King region
about contracting for Forensic PATH and other HCA Trueblood elements.
• Presented to King County Network Provider Group Meeting on July 23, 2021
• Reaching out to licensed community behavioral health providers in the King
region about possible interest in providing Forensic PATH services
• Looking for up to four teams in the King region

Forensic PATH cont.
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We had an individual who had been struggling with their substance
use and the team has been attempting to coordinate an inpatient
placement for SUD treatment. The individual continued to experience
ambivalence towards this and did not follow through with a bed date.
Once the person was engaged in inpatient treatment they left early
without completing treatment. After some time, this individual
reached out to the provider and stated they wanted to go to detox,
and the provider was able to coordinate a detox bed same day for the
person. They then pursued and was admitted into inpatient treatment.
After some time, the individual was accepted to a supported housing
option for persons in recovery.

Success Story

Forensic PATH cont.
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•

•

•

40‐hour CIT for law enforcement officers is available
• Phase 1 areas presently have eight more trainings scheduled through this fiscal year
• Phase 2 areas have four trainings scheduled through this calendar year
8‐hour CIT for corrections is available for corrections officers
• CIT 8‐hour Corrections has been added to the Corrections Officer and Corrections
Officer Equivalency Academies
• An updated curricula will be deployed in September to Phase 1 & 2 agencies
8‐hour CIT for 911 dispatchers
• This hybrid online/classroom training is ongoing in all areas of the state

The Washington State Criminal Justice Training Commission has provided Crisis Intervention Team
(CIT) training for the Pierce, Southwest, and Spokane regions. The eight‐hour CIT class for
dispatchers was converted to a four‐hour self‐paced course, then a four‐hour live training. The
eight‐hour CIT class for corrections officers was converted to an online platform and was made
available to all corrections officers in the Phase 1 regions. The CJTC is continuing to offer the 40‐
hour CIT course to 25% of peace officers for each agency in these regions.

Crisis Intervention Training
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DSHS continues to provide support for jail‐based competency evaluations to
be completed via video conferencing.

24 jails (including county, city and Tribal jails) are now using video
conferencing to complete an average of 120 competency evaluations per
month.

•

•

• Conducting monthly training webinars that are available to all city, county
and Tribal jails statewide;
• Inviting jail staff to submit questions or requests for technical assistance to
us via our JTA mailbox at jailassistance@dshs.wa.gov; and
• Maintaining a website www.dshs.wa.gov/bha/office‐forensic‐mental‐
health‐services/jail‐technical‐assistance‐program with information and
resources related to jail technical assistance, including past presentations.

DSHS’ Jail Technical Assistance program provides training and information to jails
across the state to support jail staff in working effectively with persons who suffer
from mental illness. Among other things our services include:

Technical Assistance to Jails
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•

•

•

•

The virtual version of “The Intersection of Behavioral Heath and the Law (IBHL)”
curriculum is being converted to an online learning experience.
• Focusing on maximizing the learning experience for online learners by enhancing
the virtual presentation and encouraging engagement by using interactive learning
tools.
• The online training is being built using advanced e‐learning software, coordinating
content narration, and ensuring accessibility for all users.
The overview of the continuing education training modules for IBHL continues to be
available to all certified peer counselors employed on Trueblood‐funded service teams.
Working toward procuring additional continuing education Diversity, Equity, Inclusion
(DEI) module development.
Peer support and recovery technical assistance continues to be offered to DSHS/BHA,
HCA , Forensic PATH, Forensic HARPS, and Outpatient Competency Restoration Teams.

The Enhanced Peer Support continuing education program provides continuing education
training on the intersection between behavioral health and the criminal court system for
Washington state certified peer counselors.

Enhanced Peer Support
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•

•

•
•

In June 2021, we submitted a required “Forensic Workforce Report” to the Legislature.
This report describes the workforce needs to successfully support each of the programs
within the Contempt Settlement Agreement.
The report provides short‐, medium‐, and long term recommendations for the next 10
years at low, medium and high costs.
In addition, we also provided a separate “Second Annual DSHS Workforce Development
Report” regarding the forensic behavioral health workforce needs to the Legislature this
June.

For the Trueblood Contempt Settlement Agreement to be successful, our state must
cultivate a very specialized kind of workforce that includes social work, psychology,
psychiatry, nursing, law enforcement, housing and other professionals to work together at
what we call “The Intersection of Behavioral Health and the Law.” DSHS’ Workforce
Development program is charged with studying the needs for this specialized workforce,
and helping to develop strategies that promote an adequate and skilled workforce.

Workforce Development
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